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Abstract
Low slope roofs are roofs with an inclination between 1:16 and 1:4 and have been constructed
and preferred for many years due to the benefits they present. The goal of the present work is
to study the following problems of low slope roofs, as they are suggested by previous relevant
theses and the current needs of the market.
1. Moisture transfer in low slope roofs with constant exposure to high levels of relative
humidity. Is protection against corrosion required for steel beams placed directly under the
external membranes? If yes, what kind of protection is that?
2. Roof drainage on low slope roofs
The study of the first subject was based on simulations of this type of structures in order to see
how external moisture affects the moisture level and the potential for corrosion on steel beams.
The main goal was to conclude whether we can actually build inverted roofs with steel plates
or beams lying right under the roof membrane and what kind of protection is more appropriate
to apply, in case it is required.
According to the literature review conducted on roof structures, corrosion and corrosion
protection, as well as the results of the simulations, the main factor defining the corrosion
potential is the indoor environment. Moreover, paint coating seems to be the indicated
anticorrosive protection.
Regarding drainage, the study focused on the literature review of the current situation, the
solutions applied, the existing regulations and guidelines regarding the type of systems used
(full flow or gravity, internal or external), the construction of drainage valleys (inclined or
horizontal) and the placement and dimensioning of drains and overflows, in order to create a
short handbook with issues to be considered by the roof engineer.
The main conclusions are that drain valleys are suggested to be constructed completely
horizontal, in order to facilitate the cooperation between drains, and that full-flow systems are
more efficient than gravity ones and should be preferred, as long as the roof is not exposed to
solid material and prone to its accumulation around drains (e.g. roofs covered with vegetation
or stone ballast, with overhanging or nearby trees).
Key words: inverted roof, roof membrane, corrosion, atmospheric corrosion, corrosion
protection, paint coatings, drainage, horizontal valleys, drains, overflows
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Sammanfattning
Låglutande tak är tak med en lutning mellan 1:16 och 1:4 och de har förespråkats och byggts i
många år tack vare dess fördelar. Syftet med det här examensarbetet är att studera följande
problem med låglutande tak efter förslag från tidigare examenensarbete och nuvarande behov
på marknaden.
3.

Fuktvandring i låglutande tak med konstant fuktigt tätskikt. Är korrosionsskydd nödvändig
för en hattbalk som ligger precis under tätskiktet? Vilken typ av korrosionsskydd behövs?

4. Takavvattning i låglutande tak
Studien av det förstnämnda ämnet var baserad på simuleringar av sådana takkonstruktioner så
att fuktens inverkan på fuktnivån och korrosionsrisken i hattbalkar kan studeras då stående
vatten appliceras på tätskiktet. Det främsta syftet var att dra slutsatser kring om vi kan bygga
omvända tak med en stålbalk precis under tätskiktet utan ett tillkommande skikt av betong eller
isolering samt vilket korrosionsskydd som är lämpligast, om ett sådant behövs.
Enligt litteraturstudien av takkonstruktioner, korrosion och korrosionsskydd samt resultaten
från simuleringarna så är den främsta faktorn som påverkar korrosionsrisken inomhusmiljön.
Målning med skyddsfärger verkar vara den lämpligaste lösningen.
När det gäller takavvattning lades fokus på litteratur om nuvarande situation, de lösningar som
mestadels används, existerande regler och riktlinjer angående de typer av system som
förespråkas (självfalls- eller fullflödessystem, in- eller utvändig avvattning), utförande av
ränndalar (lutande eller horisontella) samt placering och dimensionering av takbrunnar och
bräddavlopp. Syftet var att ta fram en handbok som takkonstruktörer kan använda sig av vid
projektering av avvattningssystem.
Den slutliga slutsatsen är att rändalar bör utformas med horisontell botten så att brunnarna kan
samverka, samt att fullflödessystemen är effektivare än självfallssystemen och bör föredras när
det inte finns stora risker för att fast material ackumuleras runt brunn- och stuprörsväggar (t.ex.
tak täckta med växter eller grus och närliggande eller överhängande träd).

Nyckelord: omvänt tak, tätskikt, korrosion, atmosfärisk korrosion, korrosionsskydd,
målningsskydd, (tak)avvattning, horisontella ränndalar, takbrunnar, bräddavlopp
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Definitions and abbreviations


Steep roofs: Roofs with inclination between 1:1 and 1:4



Low slope roofs : Roofs with inclination between 1:4 and 1:16



Inverted roofs: Roofing constructions where a water resistant insulation layer is placed
over the waterproofing membrane



Moisture problems: Effects of moisture that may lead to degradation of the materials
used in a construction in any way or in the quality of indoor environment. The most
important one that is mainly studied here is corrosion on the steel beam



Corrosion: Metal corrosion is an electro-chemical reaction at the interface between
metal and surrounding environment, which gradually leads to development of rust on
the surface of the metal.



Internal drainage: Drainage system in which the water is diverted through downpipes
that pass through the interior of the building, without being exposed to the external
conditions.



External drainage: Drainage system in which the water diversion is achieved through
external gutters that go around the roof and the water eventually ends up in downpipes
adjusted in the exterior of the facades.



Horizontal valleys: A part of the roof where water is gathered and then diverted to drains
and downpipes.



Gravity drainage system: Drainage system in which water is flowing due to inclination
of the pipes. The pressure is equal to atmospheric and the pipes are usually
approximately 30% full.



Full flow or siphonic system: Drainage system in which water flow is triggered by the
underpressure in the ducts. The ducts are full of water and they can be horizontal. Air is
prohibited to enter the system.



XPS: extruded polystyrene



EPDM: Ethylene Propylene Diene Monomer, a type of synthetic material, used among
others in plastic based roof membranes



SBS modified bitumen: Styrene-Butadiene Styrene (SBS) is a rubber additive that gives
better elastic properties to the bitumen membranes
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1. Introduction
1.1. Background
Low slope roofs have been constructed and preferred for many years due to the benefits they
offer. They are structurally simple constructions and fast to build. Their main advantage though
is that they can cover bigger areas, without requiring to increase the height of the building and
charging the structures with significant, unnecessary loads. This characteristic becomes more
and more important as urbanisation continues and more and more people concentrate in big
cities.
The need for living and working space becomes more urgent and building fewer, larger
buildings is preferable than building more, smaller ones, from both environmental and financial
aspect. Moreover, building with low slope roofs instead of steep ones could mean even one
additional floor available for use in cases when height restrictions apply while, sometimes, even
the roof can be accessible and enjoyed by the tenants. Especially in large buildings, this can be
a considerable gain.
In parallel, as cities become more densely populated, the need for green spaces becomes bigger,
too, considering their recreational, aesthetic and environmental value. Green roofs and roof
gardens can contribute significantly to this goal. And although steep roofs can be constructed
green too, it is in flat and low slope roofs that this idea is more often and easily applied.
There are two main methods to build a green, low slope roof. The “green” part, including the
vegetation, soil, drainage/filter layer and root barrier is similar in most cases. Under that, there
can be either a waterproof membrane, a layer of insulation and then the load bearing structure,
or a water resistant insulation is placed over the membrane, and then the membrane and the
load bearing structure follow (inverted roof). Usually, the load bearing structure is made of
concrete. In case that steel plates or beams are used in the second type of structure, where the
slab lies directly under the membrane, there is an additional layer of concrete or, more rarely,
insulation, on top of the steel, in order to smoothen the surface before placing the membrane
and create an extra layer of protection against moisture and corrosion.
This technique offers effective protection to the steel, since it is completely embedded into
concrete, but, on the other hand, increases the total thickness of the slab along with the dead
load of the roof, the time required for the construction, since we need to wait until this casted
concrete is dried, even in cases that the rest of the structure is prefabricated, and, eventually,
1

the cost of the construction. Building without this layer would make the structure simpler and
prevent the costs mentioned above. Moreover, it could become more sustainable, since less
material is used. However, building in a way that places steel elements in close contact with
moisture and water is not usually done. In order to start building without this additional
protection, some more research should be conducted.
On the other hand, the main issue to consider when designing a low slope roof is how to achieve
effective drainage and keep it watertight. In steep roofs, drainage is relatively simpler since the
water flows away from the roof as a result of the inclination and the gravity force. There is no
risk for low points to be formed due to unpredicted loads and miscalculations or water to stay
stagnant and form small ponds. In low slope roofs though, drainage shall be designed carefully
in order to ensure that water will not stay stagnant at any place, increasing the risk for leakage
or damage to the roof membranes, the gutters and the facades of the buildings because of the
freeze-thaw cycle.
For quite some years, the drainage was designed according to the principles of gravity systems
while the gutters or valleys (depending on whether it is an external or internal drainage system
respectively) were supposed to have an inclination leading the water towards the drain and from
there it was diverted to the ground with downpipes. However, the past 50 years the full flow
systems have developed and they now promise a faster, more effective and efficient drainage.
Indicatively, developers of full flow systems suggest a drained area bigger than 900 m 2 with a
drain of 110 mm, while the respective suggestion for gravity systems is only 500 m2 (Lenerius,
et al., 2010). As for valleys, discussion is currently held about whether they can be horizontal
or an inclination is required in any case.
Other decisions that need to be made when designing a drainage system and issues to take into
consideration regard the choice between internal and external drainage, the positions and
number of drains and overflows, the optimal distances among them and the length of the valleys
in order to ensure the proper and safe function of the system. However, despite the importance
of drainage for the safety and functionality of the buildings, it is not always treated with the
appropriate interest from the constructors, which is a reason for some further research and
investigation (Sommerhein, 2005).
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1.2. Definition of studied issues
These two main issues mentioned in Background regarding the construction and proper
function of the low slope roofs were studied in the context of the present thesis.


Moisture transfer in low slope roofs with constant exposure to high levels of relative
humidity. Is protection against corrosion required for steel beams placed directly under
the external membranes? If yes, what kind of protection is that?

In this research question, the risk for corrosion for a steel beam lying directly under the
membrane of an inverted roof when it is exposed to high humidity was studied. Such a situation
may appear mainly due to some damage, wear or careless mistakes during construction.
Normally, in a green roof, either under the soil lies the waterproof membrane, then some kind
of insulation and then the load bearing structure; or under the soil there is first some kind of
water resistant insulation (for example XPS), then the membrane and then the load bearing
structure (Figures 1 & 2 respectively).
The structure studied is this of the second case, and more specifically, the case where some
water has penetrated through the insulation and lies over the membrane. Then, the membrane
will be constantly exposed to high moisture loads, and there is the possibility for vapour to
penetrate through the membrane or, on the other hand, to prevent moisture from inside to
evaporate outwards and thus, high moisture levels could appear on top of the beam.
The questions considered are whether there is considerable risk for corrosion due to the
presence of water/moisture on top of the beam and, if yes, what are the suggested solutions to
deal with this problem, protect the steel beam and ensure the safety of the tenants and the safety
and functionality of the building.

3

Figures 11 and 22: Examples of planted roof structures, with the roofing membrane over (1) and under the insulation (2)



Roof drainage on low slope roofs

In the second part of the thesis, a review on the drainage system for low slope roofs was
conducted. The subjects studied were horizontal low point valleys, drains and overflows and
different systems of drainage.
The main issues to consider regarding the low point drainage valleys were their inclination,
their length and what are the relevant guidelines, regulations and limitations. As for drains and
overflows, the review concerned their placement on the roof, the required amount, the limit
1
2

Source: Protan AB( http://www.protan.se/)
Source: Whole Building Design Guide (https://www.wbdg.org/)
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distances between them and questions about their dimensioning. Finally, the different systems
that applied for roof drainage can be internal or external drainage and gravity or full flow,
depending on the criteria used to make the categorisation.

1.3. Aim and scope
The two subjects studied in the thesis were approached from a different perspective and the aim
regarding their results was different.
Regarding moisture transfer in roofs with constant exposure to high relative humidity, the aim
was to conclude whether we can actually build this type of composite steel-concrete roofs
without requiring to cast an additional layer of concrete on top in order to protect the steel
structure and, if yes, study the difficulties that this entails and the preferable ways to deal with
them.
Regarding drainage, the first aim was to create a short handbook with the existing regulations
and guidelines on the subject and note things that need to be taken under consideration when
designing and making decisions about a drainage system. The secondary aim, if possible, was
to define the optimal way to drain a low slope roof with consideration to these regulations and
guidelines, while ensuring the efficiency of the system and its practical application and
optimising the cost.
Overall, the report of the thesis can be used as a guideline for future constructions. The engineer
can find here the main issues that need to be considered and treated with additional attention
regarding the subjects studied, as well as some suggestions about how to deal with them.
Moreover, it can be used as an introduction and foundation for further research on each subject.

1.4. Assumptions and limitations
As it is mentioned more extensively later, the methods applied in this study are literature review
and simulations. After the literature review, it was observed that some observation study would
be valuable in order to acquire a better perception of the issues studied, to verify that the roof
structures actually perform according to the theory, the literature and the results of the
simulations and to note any practical problems that may appear during the construction.
However, there were not any appropriate structures available for inspection during the time that
this study was performed. In addition, although it was attempted to come in contact with some
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roof constructors in order to have an insight on problems that they usually face during
construction, this did not turn out to be possible.
Regarding the part of moisture transfer, roofs are not constructed today in the way that was
studied here. This resulted in no literature dealing with the same problem to be found in order
to consult and compare.
A number of assumptions needed also to be made during the simulations, as well as during the
cost analysis for the corrosion protection methods. They are presented and explained
analytically in Chapter 5, Analysis and in Appendix C, respectively.

1.5. Thesis outline
In the present chapter, Introduction, a general introduction to the subject was provided,
including the definition of the subjects to be studied, the background that led to the need for
this study, the goal and the expected result of this thesis, as well as some of the limitations that
were set.
In Chapter 2, the methods applied for the conduct of this thesis are presented. The two subjects
were studied from a different perspective and with different aims and thus, different methods
were followed.
Chapter 3 includes all the results of the literature review that was conducted in the first stage
of the thesis work. In its first paragraphs, there is general information about roofs, their types
with respect to building physics as well as roof membranes, which are an essential part for the
proper function of the roof. Later some more specific information regarding corrosion and ways
to deal with that is presented. The last part of Chapter 3 handles the whole literature review of
drainage, including the relevant regulations and guidelines.
Chapters 4 and 5 are only about moisture transfer and risk for corrosion. They include the
description of the simulations conducted, the model that was used, an explanation for the
relevant choices and assumptions made, as well as their results. More details of the input data
that were used are analytically presented in Appendix A.
Chapter 6, Discussion, is the main part of this thesis, the outcome of the work performed in its
context. It contains all the questions and thoughts that were formed during the literature review
and the simulations, comments on the existing theory and the results of the simulations,
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suggestions of the writer regarding the subjects studied and notes on the issues to be taken into
consideration by an engineer working with low slope roofs.
Finally, Chapter 7 presents more concentrated the conclusions extracted from the work done
during this thesis and the suggestions for further research.
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2. Method
Considering the nature of the issues addressed in this thesis, there were some differences
regarding the methods to be used in each of them.
For the first subject, regarding the moisture transfer inverted roofs with constant exposure to
high level of relative humidity, the methods of literature review and simulations were preferred.
The literature review was required in the beginning in order to study the typical ways that such
roofs are constructed, the materials used and common problems that engineers have to deal
with. This was also required in order to make decisions about the model to be used in the
simulations and all the relevant conditions that required to be defined. The second part of the
literature review focuses more on the issue of corrosion; what types of corrosion there are, how
and when they may begin, when conditions are more favourable, how it can be avoided, what
the protection methods are according to literature, which are the ones available in the market
today and which are more often used depending on the case and the extent of the problem.
Finally, simulations were conducted in order to have some indications about how the structure
studied behaves in different situations and conditions and result in conclusions about the
problems that may appear and the respective solutions to be applied.
It needs to be mentioned that for a more thorough research and more accurate and safe results,
the methods of observational studies in constructed cases and laboratory experiments could be
used. However, the first one was not possible here due to the fact that there were not such
constructions available for inspection and the second one because, in order to take into
consideration the factor of time in the experiment, much more time would be required,
something that was not possible in the context and timeline of this master thesis. Moreover, this
observation was only made after the end of the literature review and the beginning of the
simulations.
Regarding the issue of roof drainage and horizontal low point valleys, the method of literature
review was applied. The study was more focused on the regulations and guidelines suggested
by constructors, associations and developers regarding the roof drainage. The goal was to
review the methods and practises applied today, indicate potential problems or deficiencies and,
if possible, suggest improvements or ways to optimise the process, based on the existing
solutions.
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The literature review is included in the next chapter, Theory, while the thoughts and comments
about it are included in the Discussion.
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3. Theory
3.1. Types of roofs
There are three main types of roofs: the cold, warm and parallel roofs. Cold roofs consist of a
basic load bearing structure, which functions also as a ceiling to the building, a ventilated attic
and an external water repellent structure with, for example, tiles or roofing felt (Figure 3)
(BYN, Hermods, TIB, 2014). The ventilation is required so that the air in the attic preserves
almost the same temperature as the ambient air and there is no remarkable risk for condensation
of warm attic air on the external structure. And this is also the reason it is called “cold” roof.
Moreover, that way, the risk for the lower levels of snow fallen on the roof melting due to heat
loss from the attic is avoided.

Figure 33: Example of cold, properly ventilated attic

In warm roofs, the main idea is that the waterproof structure lies directly on the insulation
without any air in between. The rest of the construction is similar. This type of roof performs
better when there is a vapour barrier, either directly under the water control layer or lower, just
over the load bearing structure (BYN, Hermods, TIB, 2014). In both cases, the moisture
gathered in the roof structure is driven out with heat, mostly during summer. This can be
achieved either outwards or inwards, depending on the position of the vapour barrier. In case it

3

Source: InspectAPedia (http://inspectapedia.com/index.php)
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happens inwards, the building should have good ventilation in order to avoid moisture staying
in.
Finally, parallel roofs are a combined option between the two types described above.
Practically, the roof has the same form as warm roofs but there is also a narrow air gap (15-20
mm) between the insulation and the waterproof structure, which allows air to pass through and
the roof structure to dry out (Figure 4). In that form of roof, a vapour barrier needs to be installed
on the inner side so that no warm air can pass through the insulation and end up condensating
when it comes in contact with the colder air of the air gap (BYN, Hermods, TIB, 2014).

Figure 44: Parallel roof example

3.2. Low slope roofs
Low slope roofs are considered the ones with inclination smaller than 1:4 and up to 1:16. The
ones with higher inclination are called steep roofs while those with lower can be flat or
horizontal. (Björk, 2005)
Low slope roofs have been used for many years due to several benefits they offer. The main
ones are that they can cover bigger areas, which is important mainly in cities, where there is
often not so much available free space, and, especially in cold climates like the Swedish, that
they prevent the danger from ice and snow falling from the edge on the roof. Moreover, a low
slope roof, with the appropriate roofing structure, can be accessible and actually used by the
tenants of the building.

4

Source: Fuktsäkra Byggnader (http://www.fuktsakerhet.se)
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On the other hand, the main problem with this type of roofs is rainwater management. It does
not drain away just with the help of gravity, as it happens in steep roofs, which means that water
may stay stagnant on the roof for some time and therefore, the roof shall be made watertight.
Moreover, in case this stagnant water freezes, it may damage the waterproofing layers and lead
to leakages. The extent of the problems in that case requires also that these roofs are more often
inspected and maintained (Björk, 2005).
Low slope roofs are usually parallel or warm roofs.

3.3. Roof membranes
As far as roof membranes used in low slope roofs are concerned, there are three main types:


Bitumen based membranes



Rubber based membranes



Plastic based materials

Independently of the base material, the role of the membranes is to protect the roof against rain,
moisture and snow. This means that they need to be completely waterproof and able to resist
water penetration even in cases where water stays stagnant over them for some time or when
they are often/constantly exposed to conditions of high relative humidity.
3.3.1. Bitumen based membranes
Bitumen based membranes are often called “roofing felts” (sv. takpapp / byggpapp) and
constitute one of the oldest materials created for this reason. A first version of them appeared

Figure 55: Roof with bitumen based exposed membrane

5

Source: Icopal AB (http://www.icopal.se)
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in Sweden already in 1759 and later they evolved until they took their current form. Today,
they are made of polymer-modified bitumen, with a strong, non-woven skeleton of polyester
fibres and, sometimes, they are additionally reinforced with glass fiber. Although the other two
types of membranes are newer, bitumen based ones are still the most commonly ones used and
applied in Sweden, and especially SBS modified bitumen.
Their main advantages are that they are widely used and thus tried, more economic as a product,
especially compared to other options, as well as during their application since they do not
require special equipment and constructors are accustomed to them. Moreover, the fact that
they are so used has led to more constructions companies working with them, which,
consequently, increases the competition and the quality of work.
On the other hand, the main drawbacks are that they have a shorter lifetime with respect to other
materials (around 20 years) and that they are not so environmentally friendly solution.
(Tätskikts Akademin, 2015)
3.3.2. Rubber based membranes (sv. gummiduk)
The most common material used for rubber based membranes is EPDM, a synthetic material
made from a combination of ethylene and propene in a refinery. Its main benefit is that since
its productions is completely human manipulated, it can be altered in such ways that make it

Figure 66: Roof with rubber based exposed membrane

6

Source: Svensk Byggtjänst AB (https://byggtjanst.se/)
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completely respondent to our needs. Thus, it is today the most common, and maybe the only,
elastomer that is used in roofing membranes.
The main advantages of rubber-based membranes, compared to other materials, are that they
are very resistant to environmental conditions (like solar radiation, exposure to water, moisture
and extreme temperatures). They are also more flexible and elastic and have, generally, a longer
expected lifetime (around 30 years). (Tätskikts Akademin, 2015)
3.3.3. Plastic based membranes
The most common and longest used material for plastic based membranes is PVC. They are
available in layers of different thickness (from 0,9 to 3,6 mm), depending on requirements,
preferences and manufacturing method and different colours, which makes them quite popular
to clients.

Figure 77: Roof with white PVC based exposed membrane

7

Source: ProRoofing (http://www.proroofingnw.com/)
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The main reasons for using PVC membranes are their proven durability against rooftop soiling
and external contaminants (air pollution, bird droppings, acid rain), the good flexibility in low
temperature and tolerance in high temperature, their durability and performance in case of
standing water and the ability of different layers to connect properly and create safe seams.
Other advantages are the resistance to flame exposure and fire propagation, as well as to
puncture and impact. (ProRoofing™ , 2012)

3.4. Risk for corrosion on steel beams in roofs with constant moisture load
Green roofs and roof gardens are most probably the most common cases of roof that is
constantly exposed to high moisture load. Then, the water proofing membrane on the top of the
roof structure protects the rest from the moisture coming from the soil. Under that, there is a
vapour barrier and insulation which is preferable to be water resistant, for example cellular
glass, and protects the load bearing part of the structure form the cold but also from the moisture
or vapour that could penetrate through the waterproofing membrane. In case of parallel roofs,
there is also an air gap between the membrane and the insulation helping it to dry out, in case
there is any moisture. The same structure can be used in all types of roofs. Depending on the
structure and the exact materials used there can also be some plaster or chip boards in order to
provide some extra stability for the insulation.
With this technology, the water tightness of the structure is quite effective. Water is prevented
from entering the structure. If it does, there is the possibility for it to dry out. In any case, it is
improbable that it reaches the load bearing structure, whether it is concrete or steel, and create
problems with corrosion or degradation of the material. Problems may only occur in case there
is condensation in the insulation layer. However, if the warm air from indoors is prevented from
circulating into the slab, usually with an air control layer, then this risk can be averted.
In that way, there are in the literature examples of green roofs that were constructed around 35
years ago and still work perfectly, without showing significant damage or creating problems to
the buildings. Actually, according to reports, the membrane of the roof, when covered by soil,
may have an elongated lifetime up to 37-40 years, while a typical exposed roof may need
respective maintenance every 15-20 years. (McIntyre, et al., 2010).
In this project, though, the possibility to have the load bearing structure exactly under the
waterproof membrane and the insulation on top of that was studied. Normally, in that case, an
insulation material with high resistance to water absorption, like extruded polystyrene (XPS),
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is used in order to prevent water reaching the membrane. This technology is often applied with
success. However, in case there is a gap in the insulation, water may pass through it and start
concentrating over the membrane. This could happen in case the connection between insulation
boards is not perfect, or in case of some damage to them that will allow water to penetrate. In
any case, there will be a possibility for water to start accumulating over the membrane. And
this is a different case, which needs to be studied separately.
Designing the roof in a way that makes steel elements being constantly in close contact with
water is not normally done. This increases considerably the danger for water to penetrate the
watertight protection, either in fluid form, due to some leakage, especially in more vulnerable
places, like around protrusions, or in vapour form through the control layer, reach the steel and
create conditions more favourable for corrosion.
Moreover, although the roof membranes used are supposed to be watertight, they are not
necessarily vapour tight too. This gives the possibility for concrete to dry partially out, towards
the insulation or the external layer, in case it gets wet. However, in case that over the membrane
lies a wet layer, this vapour transport may be prohibited and moisture may concentrate on top
of the slab. In a purely concrete structure, this might not be a significant problem but in case of
a composite structure, with a steel beam lying under the membrane this could gradually lead to
corrosion. In addition, when such composite structures are preferred, there is usually a thin layer
of concrete or an insulation board over the steel mainly used to smoothen the surface and make
it better for the membrane to be placed on. In this case, where there is no additional protection,
if water gathers on top of the concrete, it will be in direct contact with the steel.
On the other hand, in experiments that took place in facades exposed in high moisture loads, up
to 95% of relative humidity, the respective level in the insulation lying directly under the
external layer shown was found to not exceed 75% and have an average RH between 40-75%.
Considering that the insulation material may have some moisture content on its own, this report
constitutes a valid reason to believe that moisture can be prevented from penetrating even the
layer right next to the external one.
So, testing different moisture control products for a significant time period, in variating
environmental conditions, as well as different structure types and possible situations is essential
in order to have some indications, if not results, about the moisture level that is expected to be
found around the beam surface and the respective level of corrosion risk.
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3.4.1. Steel corrosion
In steel structures, there are several factors with the potential to lead to corrosion development,
either local or extended. The extent of the corrosion and the type of damage it may create to the
steel elements or the structure depend on the cause as well as on the conditions in the
surrounding environment. Some of the common causes of steel corrosion are atmospheric
corrosion, exposure to seawater and salts, contact with aggressive soil, microbiological
corrosion, reaction with carbon dioxide, differential aeration and differential PH. (Uhlig, 2011)
In any case, some general requirements need to be fulfilled, in order that corrosion happen. The
main one is that there must be some variations between two positions. These variations refer to
applied stress or local environment conditions and cause some areas to be more chemically
active than others. However, as long as the surface remains dry and oxygen availability is low,
corrosion will not normally take place. On the other hand, when the metal is exposed to water
or ionic solution, its cells can become active and corrosion may begin (Bentur, et al., 1997).
In this chapter, the types of corrosion that could potentially appear in a structure similar to the
one described above and studied in this thesis will be presented.
3.4.1.1. Corrosion of steel in concrete
Steel, when in contact with concrete, can form an external film of oxides of ferrum, which
makes it electrochemically passive and corrosion resistant. In order that this film be created and
preserved, the steel needs to stay in contact with the aqueous solution which leads to its forming
and it is required that the PH remains high enough, over 11,5. In that case, although corrosion,
theoretically, keeps happening, it does so in a so slow rate that it can be neglected. In case,
though, that the PH decreases or in presence of chemical compounds, like carbon oxides or
chlorides, the passivating film will be disturbed and corrosion will accelerate (Figure 8). It
needs to be mentioned that it is not required both of the conditions to happen at once. At
sufficiently high concentration of chlorides, corrosion will happen, even if PH is larger than 13.
(Bentur, et al., 1997).
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Figure 88: Corrosion of steel in water as a function of OH-ion concentration and PH level

3.4.1.2. Atmospheric corrosion
Atmospheric corrosion is the degradation of materials caused by air and the contaminants it
contains and constitutes the most dominant form of corrosion. In order for it to happen, an
electrolyte, moisture must be present in any form; either in the form of liquid water, or as a thin
film formed by condensation at the surface, as dew or just humidity in the air. The time that a
surface remains wet is defined as the time of wetness (TOW). According to the International
Standard on Corrosivity of Atmospheres ISO 9223, time of wetness is considered when the
relative humidity is higher than 80% with a temperature higher than 0oC and it is a critical factor
in the corrosion process (Uhlig, 2011) (Ahmad, 2006) (American Galvanizers Association,
2016). Another important factor affecting the corrosion, met in every literature source, is the
concentration of gases like COx, SOx, and NOx.
Atmospheric corrosion can be divided in three categories: dry, wet and damp. For the dry one,
there must be a layer of contaminants in the metal surface, while vapour is not required. In the
contrary, in very small amounts, it can slow the corrosion process because it reduces the
concentration of contaminants in direct contact with the steel. Dump corrosion begins when
relative humidity is over 70%, which is considered a critical value for corrosion. However, the

8

Source: (Bentur, et al., 1997)
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actual starting point for corrosion is strongly dependent on contaminants in the air. For example,
in a marine environment, with increased concentration of KCl and NaCl, corrosion can begin
even in 35% relative humidity. Finally, wet corrosion is the most frequently observed case of
corrosion and regards the cases where steel is in constant contact with water (RH around 100%)
However, in a clean and uncontaminated environment, corrosion may remain negligible, even
at 99% relative humidity. Moreover, the oxygen supply rate is a main defining factor for the
pace of the corrosion. If it is limited, the corrosion is also delayed and limited. Other influential
factors are the PH (in low PH corrosion is enhanced) and the presence of dust on the surface of
the steel. (Ahmad, 2006)
In Tables 1 and 2, we can see the division of environmental conditions in corrosion classes,
with respect to the potential of corrosion to develop according to the ISO 12944 Classification,
the extent of the impact with respect to the class (Stålbyggnadsinstitutet, 2010), as well as the
indication of the aggressivity of the atmosphere (Ahmad, 2006).

Table 19: Aggressivity of atmosphere

9

Source: (Ahmad, 2006)
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Table 2: Corrosion classes with respect to the atmosphere's corrosivity, according to ISO 12944-2:2005

Note [a]: The material loss due to corrosion is higher in the beginning of the process. It may decrease over the years
to lower levels than those presented in the table. (Stålbyggnadsinstitutet, 2010)

As it is concluded from both tables, the risk increases with humid environment, contaminants
in the air and, even more, with their combination. Temperature may also affect the situation in
an indirect way. In places with higher and relatively stable temperature, the possibility for
condensation on surfaces is lower. In addition, in case there actually is some leakage or
condensation on a material, there is potential for it to dry out after some short time and avoid
water staying there stagnant. On the contrary, in places with wider variations in temperature,
there is higher probability for condensation, while if water actually penetrates in the indoor
environment, it is more difficult for it to dry out.
3.4.1.3. Corrosion due to differential PH
Steel, when in alkaline environment like around concrete, becomes passivated. However, if a
large passivated area in an alkaline environment is coupled to a small active area in a near
neutral environment, the latter can be attacked by the action of the passive-active cell. A
common example of this type is corrosion in the reinforcement bars when they are in touch with
utility pipes that are underground, and thus in a lower PH, due to their contact with the soil.
Corrosion penetration in that case is often in the range of 0,5 -1,5 mm/year. The same result
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appears when part of the passivated reinforcement steel comes in contact with water, which
alters the PH on its surface and localised corrosion appears in the position of this contact.
This risk could as well exist in our case. The steel beam, on the sides, where it is surrounded by
concrete, is passivated and thus protected from corrosion. Ideally, on the top, where the
watertight membrane lies on it, it should remain passivated. However, if there is water
penetration through the membrane along with contaminants from the overlying ground or the
atmosphere, then the PH at the area may change. This change will be different, depending on
whether there is a green roof, with basic ground above, or if the roof is completely exposed. In
the latter case, the environment where the roof is built might affect the result. In any case,
considering, also the difference in the area that is passivated and the one that is exposed to
external moisture, the corrosion rate can be considerable, as shown by the example mentioned
above. (Uhlig, 2011)
3.4.1.4. Thermogalvanic corrosion
When one part of a metallic element has a considerably higher temperature than another, the
corrosion rate in the zone between the minimum and maximum temperature increases and local
corrosion may appear (Nimmo, et al., 2003)
3.4.2. Corrosion protection
Corrosion control on metals can be achieved in several ways. In this chapter the most common
relevant technologies, as well as the methods that are available in modern market and usually
applied today are presented and described.
3.4.2.1. Corrosion control with organic coatings:
Corrosion control with organic coatings can be achieved in three different techniques.


Barrier coatings: barrier coatings on the surface of the steel can function in two ways.
Either they act as a barrier against ions ensuring that any moisture accessing the metal
cannot create electric current strong enough to stimulate corrosion; or they create films
able to exclude oxygen from reaching the metal surface and contain corrosion by
controlling the oxygen availability.
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Cathodic protection: a coating consisted of a more anodic metal is applied on the steel
surface. That way, if conditions for corrosion are formed, the coating starts corroding
while protecting the steel lying underneath.



Inhibitive primers (inhibitors): Inhibitors are used in the environment surrounding the
metal in question in order to change the conditions there and make them less favourable
for corrosion.

Regarding barrier coatings, the main requirements to be fulfilled are to be impermeable to ionic
parts and, if possible, oxygen and to maintain adhesion under wet surface conditions. It has
been noticed that corrosion under a barrier film can only begin after dehesion has taken place.
It is not certain exactly when this will happen and how big this flaw on the coating needs to be,
but it is a requirement so that moisture and air can coexist on the metallic surface. A way to
improve their efficiency is to apply multiple coatings. Then, the penetration through the coating
is getting more difficult in general and, in case there are flaws and defects in some places of the
coating, it is improbable that flaws in successive layers will overlap (Uhlig, 2011).
As for cathodic protection (or sacrificial coatings as they are also called), the most common one
is zinc-rich primers. Organic zinc-rich primers are based on a variety of resin systems, including
epoxy/polyamides, high molecular weight linear epoxies, moisture-cured urethanes, high styrene resins, chlorinated rubbers, and epoxy esters. In case of corrosion attack, the primer will
start corroding protecting the steel underneath, even at spots where the coating is not perfect.
After some time, the cathodic protection slowly declines and, instead, a barrier mechanism is
formed. The time span of this to happen depends on the exact composition of the primer and
the environmental conditions. In pure atmospheric conditions, this transformation has been
noticed after less than three years. (Uhlig, 2011)
Finally, the exact way inhibitive primers function and protect steel from corrosion is not yet
fully understood. One of the existing explanations thought is that they decrease the oxidizing
threshold at which passivation of steel occurs. Moreover, they are often used with additional
coatings, which increase the basicity of the protective film. Inhibitors may be either metal or
water based. The second ones came as a response to the need for less emissions and use of
volatile organic materials. (Uhlig, 2011)
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3.4.2.2. Corrosion control with metallic coatings
Metallic coatings used to protect steel from corrosion may be anodic or cathodic. A main
difference between them is that, if there is a discontinuity in the coating, the anodic ones can
provide protection there too, by being damaged, while the cathodic ones, in the same case, will
lead to a more intense corrosion attack to the place of the discontinuity. Thus, the cathodic ones
may lead to quick localised damage while the anodic ones will protect the steel up to their
capacity and then free, generalised corrosion may begin. This property makes anodic protection
quite inappropriate in our study case, since the roof is expected to be exposed in the same
conditions and we cannot localise the probability of damage at a specific place. Certainly, the
risk for leakage is higher around protrusion or in corners, but, besides that, there is no other
way to categorise the roof in more and less risky areas or to exclude some parts of the roof.
The lifetime of the protective coating, as in the previous cases, depends considerably on the
environmental conditions, the pollution present and meteorological factors.
i.

Zinc coating

Zinc is an anodic to steel material, with good corrosion resistance to most neutral environments
and in cases with some sulphur pollution. However, the presence of chloride pollution can
reduce its effectiveness and require either additional layers or to try another type of coating.
Zinc coating is often used in cases where steel is completely immersed in water and suitable for
welded steel. Its lifetime varies depending on its thickness and the environment it is exposed to
from 3,5 up to 18 years (G.T.Burstein, et al., 1976). On the other hand, although zinc is the
most common material used for steel coating and still better than other metals, it presents some
drawbacks regarding its effect on the environment and the human health. In high
concentrations, it can cause flu- and allergy-like symptoms to people, like nausea, skin irritation
and respiratory problems. As for the environment, it can pass to the water and from there to
fish, animals and plants. The main source of zinc pollution is from the industries assuming the
galvanisation, in case they do not purify their wastewater to a satisfactory level. (Lenntech BV,
2008) (Hinton, 2011)
ii.

Cadmium coating

Cadmium is an anodic material too, which is usually preferred in environments where strong
acids and alkalis are present, or in cases of immersion to stagnant and soft neutral waters. It
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also provides better protection than zinc in enclosed spaces where condensation can occur,
particularly when there is contamination by organic vapours (Burstein, et al., 1976). The
expected lifetime varies, too, according to examples cases found in literature, from 9 months to
8 years. However, since the case that the coating lasted 8 years was in a marine environment,
the quality of the coating process should be questioned in the case of 9 months and an even
longer lifetime can be expected in a less aggressive environment (G.T.Burstein, et al., 1976).
Despite its good protective properties though, cadmium is no longer an alternative solution in
EU. It has been forbidden due to its environmentally hazardous properties. (European
Commisison (EU), 2011)
iii.

Chromium

Chromium is highly resistant to atmospheric corrosion in most environments. However, it is
mostly used as an additional layer to other coatings, like nickel plates on steel or zinc alloys,
due to its properties and function. Moreover, it is a very hard material often applied in
engineering applications. Although these coatings often leave thin cracks and allow corrodents
to attack the substrate, this is not regarded as a considerable risk. (G.T.Burstein, et al., 1976)
iv.

Combination of zinc alloy coating with thin plasma polymer films (Combination of
zinc alloy coating with thin plasma polymer films for novel corrosion, 2011)

An even more advanced solution, recently researched at KTH, Stockholm and published, is the
covering of a zinc alloy coating with thin plasma polymer films in order to improve the
corrosion resistance. There are two ways to do that. In the first one (path A), the coated steel is
first heated to 330oC and then the plasma polymer is deposited on top of the coating. In the
second one (path B), the polymer is first applied on the coating and then the whole material is
treated in 330oC. The main difference of the methods is in the final ratio of oxygen and carbon
in the final product, which is affected by the conditions under which the processes are held. In
path A, the final covering consists of 29,3% silicon, 36,7% carbon and 33,8% oxygen while in
path B it is 29,3% silicon, 48,3% carbon and 22% oxygen. Regarding the final product, on top
of the steel lies a thin layer of Zn, a thinner layer of MgZn2 and a layer of oxides and the polymer
plasma on top of that. In path A the oxides are a little mixed with the MgZn 2, while in path B
their structure is clearer. Eventually, both of the paths show an increased resistance to corrosion,
as shown in the diagram below (Figure 9).
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Figure 910: Formation of red rust in dependence of the number of cycles of flange corrosion alternating test (VDA 621-415)
on samples prepared by process paths A and B, as well as a reference sample without the plasma polymer coating

3.4.2.3. Corrosion control with paintings
Paints are mechanically bonded surface coatings that provide a barrier film between steel and
external environment. Normally, protective paint systems consist of primer, undercoat and
finish coat, although today, there are systems combining and integrating under- and finish coats.
The primers are mainly used to provide satisfying adhesion between the coating and the steel
and, secondly, to provide some corrosion inhibition, in case the external paint coating fails.
Finally, they prevent the development of corrosion under the coating. In some cases, depending
on the corrosivity of the environment, they may be used on their own and provide sufficient
protection.
The undercoats’ role is to offer additional thickness, improve the adhesion between primers and
finish coats and contribute in decreasing permeability to oxygen, water and contaminants
Finish coats are supposed to protect against the external conditions: weather, sunlight,
condensation and highly polluted atmospheres (Gustafsson, 2004).

10

Source: (Combination of zinc alloy coating with thin plasma polymer films for novel corrosion, 2011)
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With paint coatings, a variety of products is implied. There are air drying paints (e.g. alkyds)
providing limited solvent and poor chemical resistance; one pack chemical resistant paints (e.g.
vinyl) which provide only good chemical resistance and two pack chemical resistant paints (e.g.
epoxies or urethane), which provide both solvent and chemical resistance. Classification for
paints is often done by their pigmentation or binder type. Regarding the primers, they are
usually classified according to the main corrosion inhibitive pigment they contain and the main
types are presented below (National Physical Laboratory, 1982):





Etch primers
Epoxy primers
Zinc epoxy primers
Zinc silicate primers

Besides the pigments, paints are also constituted of additives, which are used to improve
specific properties of theirs, and solvents, which can be water or something else, and are used
to improve the applicability of the paint on the steel. Lately, due to the requirement for more
environmental friendly materials and fewer VOC emissions, effort has been put in developing
more water-borne and -based materials.
The problems with paints though, until recently, was that their life period in aggressive
conditions was not more than some months (National Physical Laboratory, 1982) However,
today, along with the development in the construction field, anticorrosive paintings have also
changed. Their composition is different and they can offer protection for quite longer.
(Stålbyggnadsinstitutet, 2010)
3.4.2.4. Common available protection methods in the current market
i.

Hot dip galvanizing

Hot-dip galvanizing is the process of dipping fabricated steel into a kettle or vat containing
molten zinc in order to create an external metallic corrosion protective coating. This coating is
formed in four different layers constituted of iron and zinc, with the ratio

zinc

/iron increasing

from the inner, steel layer to the exterior of the final material. As mentioned earlier, zinc coating
is a sacrificial barrier, which can protect the substrate until it is completely consumed.
This type of coating is one of the most effective, promising and long lasting protections. In
Figure 10, the average lifetime until the need for maintenance is presented, as it is suggested
by the American Galvanizers Association.
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Figure 1011: Time required for the first maintenance of galvanised steel, with respect to the average thickness of the zinc

The performance and the resistance offered by the coating depend also in the exact chemical
composition of the steel. Thus, the total lifetime is a function of the coating thickness, the local
environment, and the exact compounds of the steel to be coated.
Hot-dip galvanising is particularly used in steel structures where the metal is constantly exposed
to the atmosphere. Regarding moisture, it can be highly corrosive to it. The main factor though
that affects its behaviour with moisture is, firstly, the availability of oxygen and CO2, and later
the presence of ions and the temperature variations. However, according to developers, its
resistance to moisture can remain high, due to the complete, uniform coverage it provides to
steel (American Galvanizers Association, 2016).
On the other hand, galvanisation is not always the indicated solution. Besides the environmental
aspects of zinc mentioned earlier, it can also be difficult to apply. In some places, including the
area of Stockholm, there are no facilities with kettles big enough to fit a long steel beam.
Instead, the beams would need to be dipped in in parts, from different directions. This process
entails the danger of a non-uniform coating or even unprotected areas between coating layers.
Moreover, in case the coating is damaged on the way to the construction site, the repair shall
be made on site. This process requires special equipment, which would not be needed at the site
otherwise and delays the construction process. Finally, taking into consideration the cost as
well, galvanisation is not so easily selected in cases of limited exposure to corrosive
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Source: (American Galvanizers Association, 2016)
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environment, where it is not the only available solution. Instead, other, simpler and more
economical solutions are preferred.
ii.

Paints

According to the European Standards EN ISO 12944 – 5: 2007, there is today a wide variety of
paints to be used. The list suggested in the standard includes all three layers of coating and is
not restricting. It gives an indication, but there may also be other, newer materials, which have
similar function and offer equivalent protection and which we could choose instead. In Table
3, a list of the most common components used in paint products, as prime and intermediate or
top coats is presented.
Table 312: Components of paint products suggested by ISO 12944 - 5:2007

The protection they offer to the surface that is treated depends on the number of layers, their
thickness and combination, as well as the corrosion class of the environment to which it is
exposed. Moreover, there is provision regarding the lifetime of protection. A different
combination of paint layers is suggested depending on the required durability. The relevant
categories refer to expected lifetime of 2-5, 5-15 and more than 15 years, and they are
characterised as low, medium and high sustainability protection. However, in a number of
cases, protection systems with a durability higher than even 25 years is mentioned. Generally,
increasing the thickness of the layers and the numbers of coatings will increase durability.
(International Organisation for Standardization (ISO), 2007)
3.4.2.5. Overdimensioning the beams
An alternative to all the methods of protecting steel surfaces that are mentioned above is to not
apply any type of protection and overdimension the steel elements in the beginning instead. In
12

Source: (International Organisation for Standardization (ISO), 2007)
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that case, we assume that the steel will start corroding and rusting and material will be lost
according to Table 2 for atmospheric corrosion. In order to deal with that loss, we could take it
into account during designing and dimension the elements in question with additional thickness
correspondent to this loss.
This method is definitely not a method of protection, since it does not intend to protect the steel
from corrosion. In the contrary, it assumes that corrosion will develop and takes it into
consideration in order to ensure the structural safety and functionality of the building and the
safety of the tenants.
Overdimensioning could probably be more easily applied in steel structures located in a low
corrosivity environment where the loss of material is not too large (see Table 2). In more
aggressive environment, the additional material required could be too high, which entails a
much higher cost. In addition, another issue to consider is that, in a structure like the one studied
here, if the steel rusts and there is some moisture or condensating water around it, eventually, a
mixture of water and rust will start dripping from the ceiling, which may lead to further
damages, in case, for example, that there is a garage with cars underneath.

3.5. Roof drainage
Roof drainage is the process of taking the water away from the roof, in a way that does not
entail any risk for the roof, like damages on the membranes, leakages or formation of ponds
with stagnant water, the façade of the building, the tenants and, of course, people passing by
next to the building. There are different types of drainage systems and categories that they are
divided to, depending on the aspect that is handled. Regarding the technique used, there are two
main ones, the gravity drainage, which is more common and traditional, and the full flow
system. Regarding the placement of the gutters and drains, there is the internal and external
drainage. The main idea in every system, though, is that water from the roof is diverted to a
gutter or valley and from there to one or more drains and, subsequently, downpipes in order to
end up in the ground.
Despite its importance for a proper function of the buildings, the drainage system is not
considered with respective significance (Sommerhein, 2005). This may be a reason why there
are still thoughts and research about the best way to be achieved or about the design and
calculations of its details, like the drains.
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3.5.1. Horizontal internal gutters / drain valleys
While searching in the literature, it was noticed that there are nor many neither really exact
directions or regulations regarding the valleys and their placement. There are some general
directions referring to roofs and drainage systems, but not actual regulations.
The design of roof drainage systems in Sweden is done according to the SS 82 40 31, issued in
1988. In this standard, there are described the instructions regarding drainage of surface water
and roofs. More specifically, there are instructions on how to calculate the design rain, the
minimum diameter of drains, gutters and downpipes in external drainage, as well as the required
inclination in order that they are self-cleaned from debris and sediments (Table 4). Finally, there
are regulations regarding overflow, but no specific ones regarding valleys, their inclination or
number of drains that are required.
Table 413: Minimum inclination required for self - cleaning of external gutters

Table 4 refers to external gutters where regular cleaning is necessary. In case they are not
cleaned, they will gradually clog and eventually water will overflow and affect the façade of
the building where it will flow and the people passing by under the gutter. In case of valleys in
the interior area of the roof, this is not necessary, since in case a valley clogs from debris, water
will just follow a detour without creating problems instantly. It will probably lead to an increase
of water level on the roof in case of rain, and maybe to water staying stagnant on the roof for
some time, but it is not so urgent problem as in case of external gutters. However, this table still
constitutes an indication to take into account if we want to avoid clogging in the drain valleys
and, maybe, reduce the cost of cleaning and maintenance.
AMA Hus, regarding accessible roofs, suggests that the drain valleys can be completely
horizontal, when the roof membrane is slightly inclined (inclination 1:100) (AB Svensk

13

Source: (BST, Byggstandardiseringen, 1988)
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Byggtjänst 2, 2015 p. 261). It does not give any clear direction whether it should be inclined or
horizontal. However, it is suggested that any kind of wedges that may be used to divert water
towards the drain and cause an uneven surface on the valley should be avoided. In case they
exist, then the area where the inclinations converge should be considered as a separate roof
compartment and be equipped with its own overflow14 (Figure 11).

Figure 11: Example of drains’ placement in two roofs with same dimension. In the first one, with a horizontal valley, there is
only one drain and overflow. In the second one, with the inclined valley, two drains and overflows are required, one for each
roof compartment, as they are defined by the roof’s perimeter and the dotted line

In paragraph JSE. 171, 271 and 471, regarding roofs with exposed watertight roof membrane,
independently of the type of membrane, it is mentioned that the horizontal valleys always end
up having slight inclination due to deflection of the base layer15, while even the felt may
constitute a hinder for the water flow, if it is not completely tight and even. In case an actual
hinder wider than 1 m is in the way of the water flow, an additional water diverging structure
should be built around it so that water does not stay stagnant around its base.
More guidelines regarding roof drainage design can be found in the Tätskiktsgarantier’s
documents regarding exposed and embedded waterproofing membranes. (Tätskiktsgarantier™
2, 2017) (Tätskiktsgarantier™ 3, 2017). According to them, drain valleys should be built with
horizontal bottom (Figure 12). The reason for this is that the drains can cooperate and in case
of one clogging, the water can be diverted and flow freely to another one, without causing
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JSE.15116 Utförande av TY typ 1511 i ränndal
JSE.171 Kompletteringar för avvattning till vattentätt skikt av tätskiktsmatta; JSE.471Kompletteringar för
avvattning av vattentätt skikt av duk; JSE.271 Kompletteringar till avvattning av vattentätt skikt av asfaltmastix
15
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serious problems. In case of inclination, clogging of one drain would lead to water staying
stagnant around it and increased risk for leakage. In addition, horizontal valleys allow overflows
to serve bigger surface on the roof, reducing the need for additional ones (see Figure 11). For
the same reason, it is also required that no obstacles of any type, like grommets, shall be placed
in the valleys. In case there is some type of obstacle wider than 1,2 m though, a water diverging
structure should be constructed instead.

Figure 1216: Suggestions regarding the proper design of a roof drainage system. The drawing on the left is suggested as the
proper and most suitable one because the drains can cooperate. The drains should be placed in every roof compartment, in
the middle of the span between pillars

3.5.2. Positioning of drains and overflows
To begin with, in the Swedish Standard SS 82 40 31, there is no provision regarding the number
and positioning of drains and overflows. As far as internal drainage systems are concerned, it
only defines the regulations regarding the design rain according to which the respective
calculations should be performed. (BST, Byggstandardiseringen, 1988)
AMA Hus 14, though, gives some suggestions regarding the number of the drains and overflows
and their positioning in the roof. In case of gravity drainage, one drain can correspond to up to
approximately 500 m2 of drained area, when it has a diameter of 90-100 mm. It is also suggested
that drains should be put with a maximum distance between them equal to 12-15 m. According
to FOAMGLAS® Nordic AB this distance could be up to 16 m (FOAMGLAS® Nordic AB 2,
2006). In case though that the distance between beams separating roof compartments is bigger
than 3 m, then there should be placed one drain per compartment (Figure 13). Most probably,
this regulation intents to avoid high rise of water in case of big spans which may result in bigger

16

Source: (Tätskiktsgarantier™ 1, 2013)
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deflections at the middle of compartments. In addition, the “first” drain cannot be more than
7,5 m away from the wall or parapet. On the other hand, the drains and, respectively, the centre
of the valleys cannot be closer than 50 mm to any vertical surface, in order to ensure that there
will be adequate area to place the roof membrane properly (Tätskiktsgarantier™ 1, 2013).
Finally, according to Tätskiktsgarantier, the conservative solution to achieve safe and sufficient
drainage is to put a drain with a diameter of 100 mm per 150 m2. In that case, no further
calculation regarding drainage is required (Tätskiktsgarantier™ 2, 2017).

Figure 13: Placement of drains with respect to size of roof compartments. In the left drawing, the distance between beams
separating compartments is 3 m and drains can be placed every 15 m approximately. In the right one, every roof compartments
is 5 m long and requires its own drain, according to regulations.

In any case, the drains should be placed in such a way that no more than 30 mm of water can
stay stagnant at any place of the roof. This implies that in case there is a roof compartment with
a possibility for a deflection bigger than 30 mm, either due to designed inclination or due to
some load, this compartment shall have an additional, own drain.
It should be mentioned that the dimensions and the numbers mentioned above apply only to
gravity drainage systems. In full flow systems, the pipe diameters are generally smaller. Most
importantly, though, the number of drains, the distance between them and the areas that are
drained are exclusively decided by the developers of the systems. Each firm develop their own
software and make the required calculations accordingly. There are no relative regulations
(FOAMGLAS® Nordic AB 2, 2006) (The Siphonic Roof Drainage Association, 2015).
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However, many companies dealing with full flow drainage issue their own brochures and
handbooks. They definitely cannot be used as guidelines and regulations but they can give an
indication regarding placement and capacity of drains and systems.
The Nordic company Armatec, in their handbook, suggest that a single drain, in siphonic
systems could be enough to drain up to 1500 m2, instead of 500 m2 of a traditional, gravity
system. The drains could be placed with an optimal distance between them up to 18 m, which
is every three roof compartments. The assumption for compartments is made based on the
maximum height of stagnant water allowed by AMA Hus and the maximum deflection for a
typical steel roof with 6 m span, which would be 30 mm approximately. Similar is the
suggestion in case of a roof of light concrete. In case of a regular concrete roof, the respective
suggestion is for one drain every 9-24 m (Lenerius, et al., 2010).
Drains should always be placed in the lowest point of the roof or the drain valley. This place is
usually in the middle of the slab or the span between beams or rafters, depending on the type
of the load bearing part of the structure. However, attention should be paid to the cases where
the engineer has considered a low point of the roof, according to the structural analysis and
design, and put a valley and a drain there, and a new low point is created, for example due to
snow in the winter or placement of ventilation or other type of installations and equipment
(Figure 14).
In case this happens in a warm roof, where there is potential for water to start melting from
below, there is danger for water to start flowing away from the drain and staying stagnant at
another point of the roof. This risk is essential to be taken into consideration when putting
installations or other structures in a roof, which, besides loading the roof with their own weight,
may result in snow being stacked up in particular places of its surface.
Finally, when the drainage is internal, it is required that there are at least two drains in the roof
area (Tätskiktsgarantier™ 2, 2017). AMA Hus suggests also an overflow, as an emergency in
case the drains or their respective downpipes clog. When the water is first diverted to a valley
and from there to a drain, with the valleys designed in a way that does not allow them to
cooperate, at least two drains should be placed in every valley.
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Figure 1417: Change of low point due to snow load

As far as downpipes are concerned, in gravity systems, it is assumed that every drain has its
own circuit to the bottom. In case of full flow systems, though, the main idea and one of the
main advantages of the system is that all the drains can take the water to a main pipe, which
extends along the roof and from there, water is diverted to the ground through just one pipe
(Allianz Global Corporate & Specialty, 2012). Other developers and authorities suggest more
than one downpipe, though, for safety reasons in case of clogging (The Siphonic Roof Drainage
Association, 2015) (Jay R. Smith MFG. CO, 2009). Moreover, as buildings become bigger,
systems are also becoming bigger and larger amounts of water need to be drained. If only one
downpipe is applied, this means that it needs to be bigger and during rain, when it is full of
water flowing in high velocity, a significant additional load will be applied on the structure.
When more than one downpipes are used, this load becomes less influential. (The Siphonic
Roof Drainage Association, 2015)
In case a drain or a downpipe is clogged and water starts building up or in the rarer case, that
the rain is more intense than the design rain and the capacity of the main drainage system is
inadequate to serve it, drainage shall be achieved by the overflows.

17

Source: (Björk, 2005)
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According to AMA Hus, at least one overflow is required to be placed at each internal valley.
Ideally, though, an overflow should be placed at both ends of a valley. (Skandinaviska
Takgarantier AB, 2016)
According to AMA Hus and Tätskiktsgarantier, the overflows should not be placed more than
50 mm higher than the lowest point of the roof membrane, including the deflection of the base
layer. Skandinaviska Takgarantier, though, suggest a maximum height difference of 60 mm
(Skandinaviska Takgarantier AB 2, 2016). Finally, Sommerhein claims that the allowed
elevation of the water level on the roof depends on the height that is considered acceptable for
the roof in regular conditions, as this is calculated by the engineer in charge (Sommerhein,
2005). This height difference may be achieved ether by using a drain protruding over the roof
surface by the required distance or, in case a side overflow is used, by putting it higher than
where a regular side drain would be placed (Figure 15).

Figure 1518: Side and vertical overflow. The inlet is designed to be standing higher than the roof surface.

Finally, when a drainage pipe is passing through a parapet for external drainage, it should have
an inclination of at least 1:40, whether it is a main drainage pipe or an overflow.
Specific details about the materials of the drains and overflows, the proper way to place them
and connect them to the structure, the required size of the flange and how to place the roof
membranes around it in order to ensure water tightness are given in AMA Hus, paragraph JSE
and at Tätskiktsgarantier’s instructions for both exposed and built–in roofs (AB Svensk
Byggtjänst, 2015 pp. 251-350) (Tätskiktsgarantier™ 2, 2017) (Tätskiktsgarantier™ 3, 2017).
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Source: Icopal AB (http://www.icopal.se/), Mataki AB (http://mataki.se/)
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3.5.3. Dimensioning of drains and overflows
As mentioned in the previous section, in gravity systems, the main provision for the drains is
that one single drain with 90 - 100 mm diameter is enough for a roof surface of around 500 m2.
On the other hand, when an area of up to 150 m2 is designed to be drained by a drain and a
downpipe of 100 mm, no other calculation is supposed to be required. The exact calculation of
the drains’ diameter in a gravity drainage system are made according to the Swedish standard
SS- 82 40 31.
Considering that the water is under atmospheric pressure in the whole circuit and that the height
of the water on the roof surface is calculated according to the design rain, which means that it
is known, the required diameter of the drains and the downpipes can be calculated with use of
hydraulics rules and equations. Attention must only be paid to the fact that the pipes are not full
of water. According to Tätskiktsgarantier the diameter of the drains and the downpipes should
not be less than 75 mm in case of exposed roofing felt and 110 mm in case of embedded
waterproofing membrane, in order to prevent clogging due to leaves and debris, even though
restrains are suggested to be used around the inlets. No minimums are defined at the regulation
or AMA Hus.
Regarding overflows, the minimum diameters suggested by AMA Hus are 50 mm when the
drainage is internal, with the ducts passing through the roof, and 100 mm when it is designed
to be achieved through the parapet. Tätskiktsgarantier on the other way suggest a minimum
diameter of 110 mm, independently from the way the drainage is passing through.
As far as the full flow systems are concerned, manufacturers suggest quite smaller sections,
although no detailed information are provided. There are, though, some suggestions and issues
to take into consideration when designing them.
The full flow systems function as such after the water reaches a specific level that is sufficient
to fill the whole pipe with water. Until this point, they function as regular gravity systems and
they have, in fact, remarkably less capacity, because of their smaller diameters. During this
stage, before the siphonic flow begins, it is required that the water level on the roof does not
rise higher than the predefined limit point. Moreover, at this stage, since the flow is free, due to
gravity, the velocity is lower than required to achieve self-cleaning of the pipes. If the system
does not reach in siphonic flow often enough, this will lead to material accumulation on the
sides and requirement for more often cleaning and maintenance. The problem becomes more
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serious if only one downpipe is used. This pipe will be bigger which means that the system will
prime even more rarely. In order to deal with this problem, it is suggested that the system is
designed so that the flow do not fall regularly below 1 m/s for horizontal pipes longer than 1 m
and 2,2 m/s for vertical ones. The exact limit value depends on the size of the pipes. Bigger
ones require higher velocity (HR Wallingford, Department of Trade and Industri UK, 2004)
(HR Wallingford, 2003).
The fact that all the drains of the roof are connected creates the need for careful balance of the
system and dimensioning of pipes and drains. The water in the pipes should have uniform
pressure but the water coming from further drains will have more losses before it arrives to the
vertical pipe, compared to the water from closer drains. In order to deal with that issue,
adjustments shall be made, either by increasing the amount of water and the diameter of the
pipes at the drains that are further, in order to reduce losses, or reduce the size at the ones that
are closer, in order to increase their losses. An unbalanced system may lead to water coming
out from drains instead of being drained in (The Siphonic Roof Drainage Association, 2015)
(Lenerius, et al., 2010).
In full flow systems, the water is under underpressure in big parts of it. This leads to increased
compression forces to the walls of the pipes. Moreover, if the flow is not similar along the pipe,
the walls may deflect asymmetrically creating additional forces. Thus, the pipes are required to
be more resistant than in case of gravity systems. In addition, the velocity of the water is
generally much higher than in gravity systems (up to 7 m/s2) and this makes the abrupt change
of direction impossible. Instead of corners of 90o, two smaller connections shall be used in order
to achieve the same turn (Björk, 2005).
3.5.4. Type and function of drains and overflows
The first thing to be decided when designing a drainage system is whether it will be full flow
or gravity system, as this affects the diameters of drains and pipes, the number of downpipes
that are going to be required and the installations required for the disposition of the water on
the ground. Later, it shall be decided whether it will be internal or external drainage.
Generally, external drainage with traditional gutters and downpipes should be the first choice.
Internal drainage, with pipes perforating the slabs and walls should not be preferred, unless it
is necessary (Lenerius, et al., 2010). Another guideline though, when making this decision
regards the type of roof. Warm roofs should be drained with internal drainage while external
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one should be preferred in cold roofs (Tätskiktsgarantier™ 1, 2013). The reason to do so is that,
in case of snow gathered over warm roofs, the heat lost through the roof will start melting it
from the inner layers. Then, on one hand, and depending on the positioning of the drains, there
is the chance that water will just stay stagnant on the roof under the snow, increasing the risk
for leakage. On the other hand, in case the snow starts melting when the ambient temperature
is still low, then it will run into the external gutter and freeze again damaging it, since it will
not be heated form the building anymore. In cold roofs, this is not a problem, since the attic is
supposed to be at the same temperature with the ambient temperature and once snow starts
melting, it does so uniformly, it is not probable that it will freeze again and the problem of the
gutter clogging is avoided.
External drainage seems to be the preferred solution by Tätskiktsgarantier too, when it is
possible, and internal shall be used only when it is necessary. In cold roofs, internal drainage
could be used without problems, as long as there is insulation around pipes, in order to avoid
condensation on their walls. However, they suggest external one. Another solution suggested
for warm roofs is to apply external drainage with electrical cables passing in the gutters or close
to the edge of the roofs (Figure 16). This way, the risk for drained water freezing in there is
avoided. However, this solution requires energy consumption for a function that can be
achieved passively and should not be selected unless there is no other way (Tätskiktsgarantier™
1, 2013).
Finally, the engineer should pay attention to the actual type and function of the roof. A parallel
roof, with a wide air gap may be supposed to function as a cold roof, since the gap will be
ventilated with cold air. However, if there is a large amount of heat loss through the roof, it may
still behave as a warm roof and create respective problems if external drainage is applied.
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Figure 1619: Low slope roof with cables on the edge in order to melt snow and ice before flowing in the gutter

As the last step, decisions about the selection of drains, overflows, pipes and their routes shall
be made.
Regarding drains, they should always be equipped with some kind of restrain, in order to
prevent debris, leaves and sediments to go in and result in clogging. In case of full flow systems,
they also require an air lock, which should be tight and carefully placed, in order to efficiently
prevent air from entering the system. When drains are put in roofs with some overlying
structures or green roofs, they shall be placed in a way that facilitates the inspection and
cleaning of theirs and the pipes (AB Svensk Byggtjänst 2, 2015).
Regarding full flow systems, it must also be noted that they are not suggested for roofs with
nearby or overhanging trees and roofs that are covered with vegetation, stone ballast, gravel or
anything else that could penetrate the system and result in clogging (Allianz Global Corporate
& Specialty, 2012) (Tätskiktsgarantier™ 3, 2017). Although a lock is placed on the inlet, the
risk of clogging remains higher, due to the smaller sections. The risk for clogging is also
increased in case of bituminous membranes. Instead, plastic based membranes shall be
preferred (Eriksson, et al., 2016).
In covered roofs, the drains for gravity systems should also be selected so that they can drain
water both from the surface of the roof and from the surface of the watertight membrane, under
the insulation and the overlying structure (Björk, 2005). This is required because even if water
resistant insulation is used, there may always be some water penetrating and reaching on the
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roofing membrane. If it cannot drain from the base of the drain, then it will stay over the
membrane, increasing the risk for leakage, especially around the drainpipe, or for moisture
problems, depending on the type of the roofing structure. In order that this is risk is limited, a
drain, which is perforated at the base, over the flange, at the level of the roofing felt, is required,
in order to let water penetrate while protecting from the soil or debris coming from the overlying
structure (Figure 18).

Figure 1720: Drain in inverted roof. On the left side of the drain, there are tiles over the insulations whereas on the right
there is a concrete layer. In both cases, drainage is happening both on the top and under the insulation

According to AMA Hus 14, the length of the drain (or the overflow, in case it is internal too)
should be such that the connection to the downpipes is made under the roof construction, as
shown also in Figure 17. In addition, in case of inverted roofs, the drains should be placed in
such a way that the flange is tightly fastened to the load bearing structure, with screws or some
other way.

20

Source: (Björk, 2005)
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Figure 1821: Perforated drain for green roofs and roofs with overlying structure, like roof gardens

As far as overflows are concerned, they have three main functions to fulfil:


Reduce or prevent flooding in case the main system clogs



Function as subsidiary in case of rainfalls more intense than the ones the main system
is designed for, so that the main system can be designed for less intense rainfalls and
thus, more economically



Provide a warning that the main drainage system has become partially or completely
blocked and maintenance is required. For that reason, it is important that the outlet of
the overflow is easily visible, so that the warning may come early after the blocking.

Especially with respect to the last requirement, it is quite common for overflows to be designed
through the parapets of buildings, when they exist, and either flow directly to the air or follow
downpipes, like the main drainage system, depending on the height and design of the building.
In case a building is built in different levels, it is possible that the higher overflows drain to
lower roofs, before the water reaches eventually to the ground.
When the overflow is designed through the parapet, the outlet should be at least 50 mm away
from the façade, so that the falling water can cause no damages (AB Svensk Byggtjänst, 2015).
According to Tätskiktsgarantier, this distance should be 100 mm. As an extra measure, when
the outlet of the ducts is close to the wall, then protection in the form of a plate should be
adjusted on the wall behind the outlet. Moreover, the pipe passing through the parapet should
be insulated, so that there is no risk of condensation around it.
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Finally, the overflows, as well as the main drainage, should be designed externally and when
this is not possible, they should go through the building. In any case, it is essential that there is
a separate way to the ground and they are not using the same downpipes as the main drainage
system (Tätskiktsgarantier™ 2, 2017) (Tätskiktsgarantier™ 2, 2017).
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4. Analysis
4.1. Moisture transfer in low slope roofs with constant exposure to high relative
humidity
In order to study the moisture transfer in the case of low slope roofs with constant exposure to
moisture load of 100% relative humidity, the method of simulation was used. The goal was to
see how this moisture affects the load bearing structure underneath. For this reason, some
different types of roof structures were tried, in order to see how they behave under different
conditions and in different times after the roof construction. The materials tested were these
that are commonly used in similar cases, and the conditions such that can potentially appear.
The basic roof model used is as described below and Figure 19:


100 mm of soil



200 mm of insulation (cellular glass or XPS)



Bitumen resistant membrane – water barrier



Concrete with total thickness of 250 mm, in three layers, bottom, middle and top, with
respective thicknesses 50, 150 and 50 mm



Steel beam in shape of reverse T with dimensions:
o tweb= 60 mm
o tflange= 300 mm
o hflange= 40 mm
o hweb=210 mm

In most of the simulations, the model used was half of that in Figure 19, with respect to
symmetry as for the vertical axis of the steel beam, with the edges being considered adiabatic
surfaces. This was done in order to reduce the size of the model and save time and sources of
the simulation.
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Figure 19: Basic simulation model

As mentioned in Chapter 1.2, the case to be studied was a roof structure constantly exposed to
high moisture load. Thus, the roof membrane was considered to be lying under the insulation,
in direct contact with the slab. However, the possibility of a crack or damage in the insulation
allowing water to concentrate over the slab, as described in Chapter 3.4 was not possible to
simulate that way on the program. Neither was water staying stagnant over the membrane.
Instead, two other methods were mainly used.
In the first one, a thin layer of 1 mm of soil (silty clay loam or sand) with 100% initial RH was
placed between the roof membrane and the insulation. This layer was supposed to stay humid
during the whole simulation period and apply a constant moisture load to the membrane.
Moreover, it corresponds to a case where a gap in the insulation allows both water and dust /
small particles of debris concentrating at a position over the membrane. It is not exactly the
case but it can be considered a satisfying simulation.
In that case, over the soil layer lied the dry insulation and on top, there was either ambient air
or wet soil (RH around 60%). The ambient air was considered with relative humidity either
constant at 95 - 99% or adjusted to the variations of Stockholm’s climate, variating between 65
and 95% (see Appendix A). The temperature was considered in most cases this of a cold climate,
like Stockholm’s, variating between -10 and 20 degrees approximately and depending on the
simulation case.
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In the second method, over the membrane, only a layer of wet soil was considered. Its initial
RH was considered 100% approximately and the external conditions variated based on the
conditions of the insulation layer lying directly over the wet layer in the previous simulations.
In some of the simulations, just ambient air with constant RH of 100% and variating
temperature, as well as wet insulation were tried. However, the two cases described in the
previous paragraphs are considered better simulations of reality for the studied case. In all of
the cases, the goal was to apply a constant moisture load over the membrane, which would
prohibit vapour transfer from the slab outwards and could, potentially, lead to vapour transfer
towards the slab instead.
Regarding concrete, different initial conditions were tested in order to reflect different moments
during the building lifetime. The values chosen were 95, 90, 80 and 70%. Most attention was
paid in the first cases, when concrete is still quite moist and there is higher possibility for water
concentration around the steel beam, in case that it cannot dry out.
The roof membrane was simulated with regard to the products that exist in the market and are
often used as well as the ones available in the software’s database. The one used initially was a
bitumen resistant membrane with water vapour diffusion resistance factor μ = 20000 and
thickness of 5 mm. Other materials used were PVC membrane, roofing felt as well as a
combination of these materials with vapour barrier on the side of the slab.
Steel was considered as regular structural steel, with properties based on online databases (see
Appendix A). The steel section was solid, non-hollow, with 60 mm web width. The section was
considered like that because of the structure of the problem to be studied and the limitations set
by the software. Since there is no structural consideration, the surface of the section was
selected as an approximation. In addition, the main variable to study was the moisture
concentration on the surface of the beam and the hollowness or solidness of the beam does not
really affect it. A hollow section, on the other hand, would be problematic to design and set the
boundary conditions.
The main dependent variables, which were extracted as a result from the simulations, were the
water content and RH in the interfaces of the steel with the concrete, so as to study the
possibility for moisture concentration on the steel surface, and the water content and RH on the
higher level of the concrete so as to study whether the existence of a humid layer on top of the
membrane will result in water concentration on top of the slab. If there is, this concentration, in
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presence of air and contaminants could result in corrosion beginning on the top of the steel
beam.
The main independent variables, which were controlled and altered during the study, were:







the initial water content of the concrete
the relative humidity and temperature indoors and outdoors
the type of moisture barrier
the insulation
the moisture load over the membrane
the air circulation in the slab

Regarding the insulation, two materials were tested, cellular glass and XPS. Cellular glass has
the higher resistance to moisture absorption and bearing capacity which means that it could be
used in cases where no external water control layer exists or in roof gardens, which are often
accessible to people and thus, have to bear some basic loads. That way, even if the actual load
bearing structure lies under a humid layer, the absolute water content level is lower and the risk
for water penetration can be lower. However, cellular glass is usually preferred when the
membrane lies on top of the structure, while, in case of inverted roofs, XPS is more frequently
used.
In order to study the air circulation in the slab and around the beam, some models with narrow
air gaps between the steel and the concrete were simulated. This is a quite probable scenario,
mainly due to the shrinkage of the concrete, which starts quite early after it is casted or placed
(in case of prefabricated elements) and may leave a gap at the place of the connection with the
steel beam. Moreover, a possible deflection of the concrete slab due to bearing loads may lead
to expansion of this gap (see Figures 22 & 23 in Discussion). A small gap between the different
elements could also be possible even in case of some malpractice during construction. Finally,
in case that the membrane is lying loose over the steel and is not patched and glued there, an
air gap could even exist over the steel, allowing air to circulate there.
For these reasons, some models with air gaps all around the steel beam were tried. The ones on
the side and over the beam are considered narrower (1 mm) while the one over the flange of the
beam wider (up to 5 mm) since it could be widened due to deflection of the slab.
The last simulation tried was with a humid soil layer (95%) under the membrane, so as to study
the possibility for water to dry out, in case it actually has started concentrating over the slab.
This could happen in case there is a puncture in the membrane at some point during its lifetime
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and water starts penetrating in a higher rate. As in the previous simulations, this water layer
was chosen to be simulated with wet silty clay loam.
Finally, the time of the simulations taken into consideration in the analysis and the results was
usually around 5 years, starting from January 2016. In some cases, simulations starting in the
summer were performed, in order to see whether the initial environmental conditions affect the
results. In addition, some of the simulations, when results were not following a specific pattern
and we could not extract safe and trustworthy results, were extended up to 10 years.
The main details about the analysis, the properties of the materials used as well as some details
about the input used in the software are presented in Appendix A.
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5. Results
5.1. Moisture transfer in low slope roofs with constant exposure to high relative
humidity
In most of the simulations performed, the results were relatively similar. There were some
variations regarding the time length for which some results were observed, but in general, there
was a main pattern, which is presented in Graph 1.

Graph 1: Typical development of the RH in the different concrete layers over the five-year simulation.
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The water content and the relative humidity on the top of the concrete layer increased in the
beginning of the simulation. The level of increase, its duration before RH starts decreasing
again and the thickness in the concrete layer where it extends depended mainly on the initial
RH of the concrete and secondarily on the external conditions. The lower the initial RH, the
more extended the increase. In cases where the initial RH was 95 %, the increase was not more
than 0,5 %, it would last around 6-7 months and extend up to 4-5 cm approximately. In these
cases, the higher the external humidity, the longer the wetting period, without exceeding though
the 7 months. However, as the initial RH of the concrete decreases, the increase was relatively
bigger and lasts longer. More specifically, for initial RH = 70%, the highest increase reaches
up to 1,5%, the total phase of increase lasted 3,5 years and reached up to 6-7 cm from the top
of the concrete layer.
The external conditions did not seem to affect the results in some other, significant way though.
In a sensitivity analysis where all the parameters were kept stable except for the moisture level
in the soil over the membrane, as shown in Graphs 2 & 3, the results were not significantly
different. In Graph 2, the initial RH there was 10 % and in Graph 3, it was 90 %.
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Graph 2: Water content in top of concrete layer, when initial RH of the soil over the membrane is 10%
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Graph 3: Water content in top of concrete layer, when initial RH of the soil over the membrane is 90%
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Below, the results and conclusions from the simulations are presented more analytically.
In the first simulations, a model without insulation over the membrane was tried. Instead, only
a thin layer of soil lied there, with external humidity stable at 95%. The result was to have soon
a layer of wet soil over the membrane (over 90% RH). Regarding the slab, the diagram of the
RH in concrete was similar to Graph 1. The RH in the top concrete layer increased for 6-7
months approximately and then started decreasing until it reached around 88% after 5 years.
The lower levels of concrete though decreased faster and started variating along with the
internal conditions, once the RH approached the level indoors. It shall be mentioned that when
the RH indoors increased, the concrete slabs started slowly to absorb water in the lower level,
while the drying of higher levels delayed respectively.
When PVC membrane was applied instead of bitumen resistant membrane, while keeping the
rest of parameters similar, no significant difference was noticed. Both materials seemed to work
equally well.
Moreover, regarding the increase in the water content of the concrete at the beginning of the
simulation, it seemed to be independent of the external conditions. When the same model was
simulated with a starting point at the moment of the maximum RH in the initial simulation, the
increase was still noticed for a respective period. In addition, this increase did not seem to be
connected to and affected by the increase to the moisture level of the soil over the membrane.
In the next series of simulations, a layer of XPS insulation lied over the humid (100% RH) soil
layer and a wet soil layer (60% RH) on top, in an attempt to simulate in the most realistic way
the studied case, this of a roof garden on top of an unheated place, like a garage.
In these simulations, some different conditions were applied both in the internal and external
environment. The external RH was either variating according to Stockholm’s conditions or kept
stable at 95% so as to ensure that there is no possibility for the soil to dry out and that the
conditions would be more favourable for development of corrosion. Internally, the RH was
variating between 50 and 95%. The time of the higher RH level was chosen both for winter and
for summer. In most of the cases, the results were similar as in Graph 1. The RH in the higher
layer of concrete increased for approximately 6-7 months, no more than 0,5%, and in the lower
layers it adjusted to the initial conditions after some time and variated accordingly.
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It needs to be mentioned that in the simulations that run for up to 10 years, the results were not
much different. The top layer of concrete kept drying, without reaching lower than 87%, while
the bottom level would adjust almost completely to the internal conditions.
The only case where results were noticeably different were when the initial RH of the concrete
was selected lower, at 80 and 70%. As described in the beginning, this led to longer and higher
increases of moisture level in the top layers of concrete, without exceeding though the 2%. In
addition, in all of the cases, no difference was noticed in the moisture level around the steel
beam that would be an indication for water concentrating or condensating there and create
potential for corrosion.
In the simulations with the air gap around the steel beam, the RH in the air seemed to be
dependent on the surrounding layers and the width of the gap. In one of the simulations, the air
gap was connected to the interior environment (Figure 20), something that could facilitate the
air exchange, and in the other, it was restrained only in the interior of the slab (Figure 21).

Figure 20: Simulation model with air gap around the steel beam, connected to the indoor environment
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In the second case, the RH of the air was strictly related to the RH of the neighbouring materials.
Thus, in the lower level, around the flange of the beam, where the concrete dries faster, the RH
was slightly lower, around 88%, and constantly decreasing. In the top of the air gap, just under
the membrane, the RH was also decreasing but it was a little higher, around 89-90%, since the
concrete has a higher moisture content. The difference was not that big though (Graph 5).

Figure 21: Simulation model with air gap limited only in the interior of the slab.

In the case where the air gap was directly connected to the indoor environment, the situation
was quite different. In the horizontal level, where there is the opening, the RH decreased faster
to reach the indoors’ levels and then started fluctuating accordingly, while it gradually
decreased. The wider the air gap, the bigger the fluctuation and the faster the adjustment to the
indoor conditions. However, the RH level deeper in the slab was not so easily influenced. In
the first 4-5 cm next to the steel web, it fluctuated too but with a time delay, with respect to the
horizontal gap, and within narrower limits. In the top of the vertical gap and over the beam, the
fluctuation was negligible and the RH was much more dependent on the neighbouring layer of
concrete (Graph 4).
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In addition, it needs to be mentioned that when there was an air gap around concrete, there was
no increase in its moisture level. The concrete started drying slowly immediately. A possible
explanation for that is that both the moisture content from the concrete and the vapour that may
pass through the membrane migrate to the air gap, where circulation is easier. Moreover,
although the initial RH of the air was selected at 50%, it rose quickly to 90% and then started
decreasing again.
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Graph 4: Relative humidity in different positions of the air gap around the steel beam, when it is connected to the indoor
environment. The horizontal gap over the beam foot is 5 mm while the rest 1 mm
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Graph 5: Relative humidity in different positions of the air gap around the steel beam, when it is restrained only around the
beam and not connected to the indoor environment.
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6. Discussion
6.1. Moisture transfer in low slope roofs with constant exposure to high relative
humidity
Generally, steel may corrode and rust only if all water, in any form, oxygen and contaminants
are present on its surface (Ahmad, 2006). An exception is the dry corrosion, as mentioned in
Chapter 3.4.1, which requires no vapour but needs higher concentrations of contaminants, like
chlorides and salts. Other potential risks are the difference in PH or temperature in different
places of the same steel element. Of course, in any case, the presence of contaminants, ions and
other compounds, even dust, impairs the situation.
Among the risks mentioned in Chapter 3.4.1, the one with the higher potential to lead to
corrosion in the steel beam of the structure studied is the atmospheric corrosion.
On the sides where the beam is covered by concrete, the environment will be basic and the steel
should be passivated. Assuming that this contact is taken into consideration when choosing the
type of concrete and aggregates, there will be no remarkable contaminants concentration and,
thus, no imminent risk for corrosion or rust on the steel.
Thermogalvanic corrosion is improbable, too, since the temperature, in all of the simulations,
remains relatively stable across the steel section independently on the indoor and outdoor
conditions and the difference in temperature.
Corrosion due to differential PH is not a considerable risk, either. The potential problem to
appear regarding this corrosion type in this structure is that two sides of the beam are covered
by concrete and, thus, protected by a basic environment while in the top one, the environment
could become less basic due to water and contaminants penetration from the overlying soil and
this difference could stimulate corrosion. However, according to membranes manufacturers,
“the risk for permeability of contaminants is practically zero” when an actual vapour barrier,
reinforced with an aluminium foil is used, and “negligible” in not reinforced and bituminous
membranes. Thus, large variations in the PH able to lead to corrosion are not expected.
Therefore, the only type of corrosion that seems possible to happen on the top of the beam is
atmospheric corrosion in case that there is combination of water, air and contaminants around
the beam.
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Regarding water concentration, as concluded from the simulations, there is no remarkable
danger. The existence of a moisture load over the membrane does not affect significantly the
moisture level on top of the slab and around the steel. The moisture level of the concrete does
not increase more than 2% in any case, which is not a significant increase, and there are no
signs of condensation and water accumulation around the beam.
A problem could actually appear in case the membrane is damaged and perforated and water
starts leaking in the slab. Then, water will slowly accumulate and stay stagnant over the slab,
creating some small pools around the leaking points. Considering the external moisture load
and the insulation lying over the membrane, this water will be very hard to dry out again and
will create conditions more favourable for corrosion, in case it is close to the steel beams.
The main ways to deal with this problem is the regular maintenance of the roof, in order to
prevent damage due to time and wear of the membrane and, most importantly, the proper and
careful application of membranes during construction. One of the common types of damage on
roof membranes are those happening during application by the workers, especially in corners
and connections between membranes and other details. The problem in that case, besides the
damage itself, is that often workers do not notice the damage immediately and do not inform
the constructor. Thus, the damage is not repaired immediately and may, gradually, grow bigger
and lead to problems during the roof’s lifetime (Eriksson, et al., 2016).
As for contaminants, the risk for their presence relates to the fact that, in case there is a roof
garden over the slab, it is expected that solutions of fertilisers including ammonia and other
sources of NOx, sulphur and phosphorus will be found in the soil, diluted in the water.
Potentially, they could penetrate through the membrane along with moisture and be found
around the beam. This risk could be avoided with careful selection of the type of flora to be
planted but it is not a secure solution, especially considering that during a building’s lifetime
many tenants may occupy it and they may have different preferences. However, assuming that
under the soil lies a layer of water resistant insulation, as well as the suggestions of membrane
manufacturers mentioned earlier, this risk is quite improbable. Thus, the risk of contaminants’
concentration over the beam due to external conditions is considered negligible.
However, this does not exclude the risks due to the internal conditions.
The base of the beam and the sides of the flange, which are completely exposed to the indoor
conditions, shall be protected according to the requirements for the respective corrosivity class,
in any case. For example, if the indoor area is an unheated garage, it is expected that
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contaminants from the exhaustion gases of the cars and salts from melting snow and ice brought
in by vehicles will be found in the atmosphere. Moreover, since drains are not usually
constructed there, water brought in will stay in and evaporate in the air. Eventually, there will
be an unheated place with possibility for high levels of RH and remarkable concentration of
contaminants, which puts it between corrosion class C3 and C4, with a medium risk for
corrosion and requirements for respective protection (Stålbyggnadsinstitutet, 2010)
(International Organisation for Standardization (ISO), 2007). The main question in this case is
if and how this can affect the rest of the beam section, which is built-in in the concrete and
much more difficult to maintain.
As mentioned in Analysis, there is a considerable possibility for an air gap to be formed between
the concrete elements and the steel beam, even though it will not be remarkably big. This could
be due to shrinkage of the concrete soon after the construction but could also increase later, due
to deflection of the concrete slab or even due to cracks during the roof’s lifetime (Figures 22 &
23). In any case, this will allow air to circulate around the beam.
According to the simulations, the air in the gap formed will be mainly affected by the internal
conditions in the lower level and by the surrounding layers in the higher level. The RH was
much more adjusted to the indoor conditions around the opening than around the top of the
beam. This shows a higher rate of air circulation closer to the ceiling and a lower one deeper in
the slab. Along with air and moisture, there could also be contaminants circulating in the gap,
fulfilling the conditions for corrosion to begin.
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Figure 22 and 23: Part of the slab before and after the deflection due to bearing load. In the second figure, the concrete
element between the steel beams has already shrunk, leaving a gap on the side of the beam and, in combination with the
deflection due to bending moments and bearing load the gap becomes bigger along the foot of the beam. ( Note: the
dimensions at the sketch do not correspond to reality and the expected gaps)

However, it is expected that the conditions will not be similar all along the air gap. Since there
is not so high moisture exchange between different air layers, the transport of contaminants is
expected to be lower too. Moreover, the corrosion classes in Table 2 are suggested for steel
elements that are completely exposed to the atmosphere, where air circulates and is renewed
constantly and where there is steady oxygen availability. In the structure studied, even if there
is some air exchange with the room, it will not be completely free, unobstructed and steady but
quite limited instead. This means that the amount of salts and contaminants will not be as high
as in the room. In addition, the oxygen availability in a narrow air gap is expected to be lower
and variating compared to a fully exposed steel element.
The situation on top of the beam is dependent on the type of the membrane and the way it is
applied. If it is tightly fastened to the beam, then no air gap should exist there, the oxygen
availability is minimised and the risk for corrosion is even smaller. If, on the other hand, the
membrane is lying loose over the slab and the adhesion is only achieved by the load of the
overlying structure, the possibility for some air gap there is higher and so is the possibility for
corrosion. Finally, in case there is a layer of concrete the beam will also be protected. This layer
could protect the beam, for some time, even in case of damage and leakage through the
membrane.
Taking into consideration these reservations and restraints, it is not possible that the whole beam
will be exposed to the same conditions and that the risk for corrosion will be similar all around
it. After the base of the beam, which is completely exposed to the interior environment (Level
1 in Figure 24), the next more vulnerable place is the upper surface of the flange (Level 2). The
risk for corrosion at higher places will be even lower (Level 3 & 4). This means that different
type of protection could be applied in different areas of the beam or that the same protection
should have variating durability. The difference, though, regarding this risk cannot be precisely
defined.
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Figure 24: Aggressivity of the environment around the beam. Level 1 is the place where the beam is completely exposed to
the indoor environment and thus more vulnerable to its effect. Level 4 is the place that is more protected and less affected by
the indoor environment.

According to Table 2, the potential loss of material per year variates even for the same type of
environment. This variation becomes wider as the environment becomes more aggressive.
Thus, if the internal environment is, for example, in corrosion class C4 and there is a loss of
approximately 80 μm per year from the base of the beam, on its upper surface the loss could be
approximately 50 - 60 μm. On the other hand, the loss on these positions could be 60 and 30 40 μm respectively. For a lower corrosion class, like C2, or even C3, this difference could mean
that the conditions around the top of the beam are those of C1 and no protection is required.
Unfortunately, similar studies were not found in the literature review so as to compare and
consult. Neither were there similar structures that have actually been built available for
inspection in order to have indications about the corrosion rate or the efficiency of the protection
methods in each case. In order to reach to more secure, trustworthy and accurate results about
the risk for corrosion with regard to the internal environment and its corrosivity, some further
research, based on observational studies and laboratory experiments would be required.
However, based on the simulations’ results and the literature study conducted in the context of
the present thesis, it is possible to make some valid assumptions and reach to trustworthy
conclusions regarding the possible problems to appear, the methods to deal with them as well
as their suitability. In order to do that, a cost analysis was also conducted. These assumptions,
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suggestions, conclusions, as well as the cost analysis are analytically presented in Appendix C.
The main points of the analysis are presented below.
The two methods to deal with the problem studied and taken into consideration in the analysis
are the overdimensioning and the paint coatings protection. The methods are compared for
structures in environment of corrosion class C2, C3 and C4. Galvanisation of the beams,
although it could constitute an effective solution, was not taken into account in the comparison,
due to the reservations mentioned in the respective chapter of Theory.
Table 5: Suggested solutions and total cost with respect to corrosion class of indoor environment22

Corrosion class of the Suggested

Expected

indoor environment

of structure (years)

solution

Overdimensioning 100
C2

lifetime Total cost over the
lifetime (Kr / m)
289

50

265

75-100

190 - 280

Paint coating

Overdimensioning 100
C3

578

50

280

75-100

260 -320

Paint coating

C4

Overdimensioning 100

1174

Paint coating

257,5

50

As shown in Table 5, the cost of protection with paint coatings is lower in every case.
Regarding paint systems, the values remain relatively similar for different protection levels.
This happens because some of the coating process (like cleaning and preparing the surface) are
same or quite similar even for different types of protection. The extra cost per coating process
22

The cost shown in the table refers only to the additional cost for protecting and maintaining the beams. Costs
that are going to be charged in any case, like the cost of the basic beam with the calculated section, the cost to take
away and replace vegetation during the maintenance, the cost to protect the flange of the beam, are not included
in the values of the table. Moreover, the costs presented, although they are precise, according to the calculations
of the analysis, they should be considered as good approximations and indications, not as completely accurate
results.
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is mainly caused by the material needed for the extra layers that need to be put and the extra
working time required to paint and wait for the base layers to dry before putting the next ones23,
which is not so significant, compared to the fixed costs.
The different suggested lifetimes in Table 5 are because of the difficulty to guarantee a longer
one for higher corrosion class. More specifically, taking into consideration the suggestions of
ISO 12944-2, we could assume that a paint coating able to offer protection for more than 20
years in an environment of corrosion class C4 would be sufficient enough to protect a steel
surface in conditions of corrosion class C2 for 50 years or even more. However, a similar
assumption cannot be safely made for a steel surface in corrosion class C4. The corrosion rate
is quite higher and the wider span suggested creates more doubtful conditions.
Moreover, it needs to be taken into account that maintaining the beams is not an easy or always
available process. In order to access them, the soil of the green roof must be lifted and the roof
membrane must be taken or ripped off, at least at the areas around the beams (this is why it is
suggested that the maintenance of the beams, if required, should be scheduled along with the
maintenance of the rest of the roof, every 25 years approximately, depending on the material
used as a roofing felt/membrane). Even then, though, the problem remains in the parts of the
beam that are embedded in the concrete. They cannot be inspected, unless they are in so serious
condition that will lead to remarkable cracks and maybe discoloration in the concrete around,
and they can definitely not be maintained. The only parts that can be regularly maintained are
around the flange and on top of the beam. Thus, a longer protection, that can serve for the
building’s whole lifetime shall be applied in the rest of the beams’ surfaces.
The area around the flange, though, can be used as an indication for the condition of the rest of
the beam. Let us assume, for example, the garage described earlier. In order to achieve a lifetime
of 50 years for the structure, we have applied the appropriate protection suggested in Appendix
C all around the beam. It is certain that the area around the flange is the most vulnerable to
corrosion. Thus, if after 20 years no signs of corrosion have appeared there, it can be safely
assumed that no problems will have come up higher in the beam. If, on the other hand, extended
corrosion and rust appear around the flange after 10 years, when protection was supposed to

23

For lower level of protection, some new waterborne paint materials have developed, which are quite more
expensive than the traditional solvent borne that are still used for higher level of protection. Despite their cost,
these materials are preferred today, at least in Sweden, due to their reduced environmental impact. This is also a
reason that the coating for higher corrosion class is similar or even less than the respective coating with the same
service life for lower class ( for example in 2 nd and 9th line of Table 5)
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last for more than 30, then we have an indication that the beam might also have started corroding
higher and an inspection should be conducted, probably earlier than the scheduled one along
with the roof maintenance process.
In parallel, although the main lifespan that was assumed and used in the analysis is 100 years,
it does not mean that all the structures are designed for that long. Certainly, a building with
longer service life may be more economical and preferred solution but “temporary” structures
with a planned lifetime of 10, 20 or even 30 years are often needed too. Then, the aim is quite
different and alternative, less sustainable solutions may be applied. Especially regarding
structures in an environment of corrosion class C2, or even C3, protection measures may not
be required at all in such a case. It is quite possible that the conditions around the beam, in the
parts that are built-in in the concrete, will be mild, similar to the ones of class C1 and, thus, no
protection is required and no danger exists. Moreover, all steel is basically treated during its
production, before leaving the production place, in order to resist corrosion during transport
and construction. This coating would be enough to protect for longer in mild conditions.
In conclusion, paint coatings are more economical solutions in most cases and do not entail the
risk of rust particles start falling from the ceiling. Moreover, as long as paint coatings have
offered the needed protection, the beams will be undamaged at the end of the buildings’
lifetime. Considering the properties of the structural steel as material, with the appropriate
cleaning and retreatment process it could easily be reused at another structure, something that
can reduce both the cost and, more importantly, the environmental footprint of the structure. A
rusted beam though would require different type of treatment to be used again and some
material would be lost because of rust, anyway. However, if some assumption is made wrong
and protection lower than the one actually needed is applied, it may reduce the expected lifetime
of the structure, since there is no worthy option to treat the sides of the beams.
On the other hand, overdimensioning is a safer solution from the structural aspect, as long as
the increase of the thickness does not change the element’s structural behaviour. The main issue
to consider though is the possibility for the surface of the beam to start spalling because of rust.
In case that there is some condensation at any point around the beam or some leakage on the
membrane, then water mixed with rust may start dripping from the ceiling, decolourising the
concrete around or damaging objects that are placed underneath. This could be unaccepted as a
trustworthy solution by the rest of the stakeholders of the building, like the owners or tenants,
which could eventually affect its financial value and occupancy level.
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The solution could be applied better in case that there is a wooden structure or some
plasterboard under the slab, which would prevent this problem. However, this is not a solution
that could be applied additionally, just for this reason, since it would rise the already higher
cost. It could only be used in case it is already required for some other reason, for example to
cover some ventilation ducts.
It shall be mentioned, though, that such a structure, with a plaster or wooden board under the
beams, would affect the structure in other ways too. The air circulation towards the beam would
be obstructed which would limit even more the oxygen availability around the beam. In
addition, in case of higher corrosion class, at an environment with salts and chlorides, they
would also be partially restrained due to the board and not reach on the beam surface. Therefore,
the conditions around the slab would be different and the potential for corrosion even smaller.
Eventually, it would be a situation considerably different than the one dealt with in the analysis.

6.2. Roof drainage
As mentioned already in the literature review, the roof drainage is not generally considered with
the appropriate importance. The main division of drainage systems is in gravity and full flow
systems. For the second one, there are almost no regulations, not only in Sweden but in the rest
of Europe too. The design is completely dependent on the companies that conduct it, on the
respective software they use and the assumptions they make. Thus, there is not much to say
about it. As for the gravity systems, there are some things to discuss regarding the regulations
that exist, the approach from different stakeholders, ways to maximise its efficiency and things
to pay some more attention to. These thoughts and suggestions refer exclusively to internal
drainage, though, because low slope roofs are normally warm roofs and thus, internal drainage
is suggested to be used (Tätskiktsgarantier™ 1, 2013) (Tätskiktsgarantier™ 2, 2017).
Regarding the dimensioning of the gravity system, there are two main issues to consider: the
design rain and the probability of the system to not work completely as designed. The design
rain is usually a rain of 5 - 10 min duration with a return time of 5 years (BST,
Byggstandardiseringen, 1988) (ACO, 2016). However, depending on the severity of
consequences in case of failure of the drainage system and the place of overflows this rain may
need to be reassessed. For example, the consequences from failure, as well as the cost of repair,
at a garage with exposed roof will be significantly lower than in case of an office full of
electronic equipment in a building with a planted roof.
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Moreover, in case of a building complex built in different levels, where the higher roofs drain
in the lower ones, this should be taken into account when design. Either the low roof shall be
designed with a higher capacity or the higher ones with lower. In that case, attention shall be
paid also in the water pressure during a heavy rain and the connections applied in the drainage
system. In case a pipe is clogged in lower parts of the system and does not allow water to pass
freely it is possible that water from higher levels will start coming out in lower ones, due to
pressure difference, even if the system is not designed to work like that. In case of full flow
systems, this risk is even bigger, since the ducts may be horizontal and under higher pressure
and it will be easier for water to come out of a drain if the system is not properly balanced.
Regarding the second issue, it can be met in case of a gravity system that has been partially
clogged. Even if the system is regularly inspected and there are restrains around the inlets in
order to prevent soil, debris and leaves enter the system, there is still the possibility for some
solid material to pass through. The water velocity is not so high and the ducts are rarely full
which makes self-cleaning hard to be achieved and, thus, the risk for material gradually
accumulating on the walls of the ducts and partial clogging is higher. If the intensity of the rain
in that case is similar to the design one, then the drainage system may prove inadequate. This
decrease concerns both the regular drains and the overflows and should be taken into account
during the design.
The same problem may appear at a full flow system if it does not prime often and it is not
cleaned regularly. The problems may appear earlier than in the previous scenario, because of
the already narrow sections. In addition, the risk for water to start rising above the assumed
level is higher in the beginning of the rain, before the system primes.
As far as the positioning of the drains is concerned, there are both differences and similarities
between AMA and Tätskiktsgarantier, the main issuers of guidelines in Sweden. However,
these guidelines are not direct regulations, which means that some adjustments can be made in
order to limit the number of drains and overflows, and respectively, the risks for the roof due
to perforations.
Both of them seem to consider the 7,5 m as a limit distance in order that the drains function
properly. The “first” drain cannot be more than 7,5 m away from the parapet and two drains
cannot have a distance between them longer than 15 m. On the other hand, it is clearly stated
that one drain can serve up to 500 m2. This means that there is a dependence between the
distance of drains in the same valley and the distance between different valleys. The smaller
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the distance between drains, the bigger the distance between valleys may be and vice versa.
However, the distance between valleys is not defined, which means that it can practically
increase with no restriction; the distance between drains, though, is clearly stated.
Between the two cases, the one to be preferred is the one with fewer valleys and more drains
per valley even if they are closer to each other. In that case, there is a better possibility for drains
to cooperate and in case one clogs, the other ones may be enough, for a regular rain. Moreover,
the total number of drains and overflows can be limited (Figure 25).

Figure 25: Different solutions of drainage for the same roof. In case (a), the distance between drains is smaller and there are
more drains per valley. Their total number though is smaller than in case (b) where the distance between drains is bigger. In
a bigger scale, on a longer roof with higher need for drainage this would lead to fewer valleys, and, in total, fewer drains
and overflows.24

In the examples of Figure 25, it needs to be noted that the roof compartments should have a
clear inclination towards the valleys, so that there is no possibility for a low point being formed
far from the valley and water stay stagnant there. As for the valleys, it is suggested that they are
constructed completely horizontal so that the drains have the chance to cooperate. It is expected
in any case that there will be a small inclination due to deflection of the roof. Moreover, in case
that the valley is constructed with an inclination, depending on its degree, there might be a need
for a second overflow on the other end of the valley.
It needs, however, to be mentioned that, according to regulations, a small inclination is not
forbidden as long as it does not lead to formation of stagnant water with a height bigger than
30 mm. However, in case of some problem with one of the drains, water will stay stagnant
around it more and more often. As shown in the analysis regarding moisture transport, this does
not constitute an imminent risk for the waterproofing of the roof. It increases however the risk
24

It needs to be mentioned that the restriction regarding the size of roof compartments and the distance between
the roof beams is not taken into consideration in the case. It is assumed that it is such that allows the drains to be
placed in these positions.
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for some leakage around the drain, where the possibility for a careless mistake during
construction is higher.
Between the main issuers of instructions regarding construction of roofs, Tätskiktsgarantier
seem to keep a more conservative approach compared to Svensk Byggtjänst. Regarding the
obstacles and the need for detour, they suggest a maximum width of 1,2 m instead of 1 m from
AMA; regarding overflows they suggest a minimum diameter of 110 mm instead of 50 and 100
mm for internal and external drainage respectively from AMA; 100 mm distance from the
façade when the overflow passes through the parapet, instead of 50 mm of AMA; at least two
drains in case of internal drainage instead of AMA:s suggestion for at least one overflow.
Finally, regarding the drainage systems, the choice between internal and external is simple. All
of the stakeholders working on the subject (Svensk Byggtjänst, Tätskiktsgarantier, products
developers and constructors) suggest external drainage in cold roofs and internal in warm and
parallel functioning like warm ones. Generally, they suggest external drainage as the first
option, whenever it is possible, and internal only when external is not.
Selection between gravity and full flow system is relatively more complicated though. The main
argument against full flow systems is that they use too small sections and they are easier to
clog. This is even admitted by their developers in case of roofs with high probability of thin
material to be found on the roof and end up in the system (green roofs, roofs with nearby trees,
roofs with bitumen-based membranes). However, in roofs where this risk does not exist, they
guarantee the safe function of their systems, without problems and with much higher efficiency.
According to the literature review, there is no direct indication to question this efficiency and
security offered by them. In order to have a better knowledge and perception of the subject
though, a statistical study in the archives of constructors and developers, if possible, could be
conducted.
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7. Conclusions
7.1. Moisture transfer in low slope roofs with constant exposure to high relative
humidity
In roofs with constant exposure to high levels of relative humidity, the main influential factor
regarding the potential for corrosion on the surface of a steel beam lying directly under the roof
membrane is the indoor environment and its corrosivity. Moreover, the main type of corrosion
that may appear on the beam is atmospheric corrosion, in case that an air gap is formed around
it. This is not an improbable scenario, mainly because of cracks that are expected to appear,
either due to shrinkage of the concrete or to loads that apply and the caused deflection. Other
potential cause for an air gap could be some malpractice during construction, which may affect
the adhesion between the steel beam and the concrete elements.
The existence of a moisture load on top of the membrane does not significantly affect the load
bearing structure, in regular conditions. It may lead to a small increase of the moisture level on
the higher levels of concrete and delay remarkably its drying time, but this increase is
insignificant and does not constitute a potential cause of corrosion.
The only case where the structure is considerably affected is when damage to the membrane or
some other process that may lead to leakage and accumulation of water on top of the load
bearing structure occurs. In that case, the external moisture load obstructs the drying process
leading to water staying stagnant over the slab and, possibly, over the steel beam, which creates
conditions more favourable for corrosion. Even then, though, the corrosion process will be
slower than in case the beam was completely exposed, due to limited oxygen availability around
the beam.
The main ways to deal with this problem is to be meticulous during the application of the
membrane and take immediate care of any damage that may happen then, especially in corners,
finishings and connections between membranes and other details. Moreover, in order to prevent
damage that may appear due to time and wear of the membrane, regular maintenance of the
roof is required.
Thus, the potential for corrosion is mostly connected to the indoor environment. The higher its
corrosion class the higher the risk for corrosion and the respective protection required.
However, it can be safely concluded that the risk for corrosion around the web and the top of
the beam will be lower than that around the flange of the beam, which is completely exposed.
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This means that the corrosion rate on higher places of the beam will be lower than on its base,
in case it is not treated, that lower type of protection could be used and be expected to last the
same time or that the same type of protection will last longer.
Regarding the methods of protection and dealing with corrosion problems, the main ones
studied in this thesis are the anticorrosive paint coatings and overdimensioning the beams in
the beginning in order to deal with the future material loss. Other methods like galvanisation
and cathodic protection were not regarded as suggestions due to their higher cost and
environmental reservations, although they were studied during the literature review.
Between the two first, paint coatings seems to be the more economical solution for every
corrosion class. Moreover, it can be a more sustainable solution from an environmental aspect,
depending on the type of paints used. If the steel beams are properly treated and protected, after
the end of the building’s lifetime they could easily be cleaned from the remnants of paint and
reused at another structure. In case of steel that has rusted, the cleaning process would be more
difficult and the rusted material could not be reused.
On the other hand, overdimensioning is a more practical solution, as it does not need any type
of maintenance throughout the years and there is no risk of damage during the transport or
construction. If some damage is made to the coating during construction, then this place should
be repainted on the site, in order to ensure its protective action. Moreover, in case of
overdimensioning, it is easier to design and construct the connections of the structure. In one
of the systems suggested for paint coating protection, the total thickness of the coating is 0,5
mm on each side of the beam. If this additional thickness is not properly taken into account in
the design of the structure and, mainly, in the place of connections between the beams, a mistake
because of this could accumulate and create problems at some parts of the structure.
The main problem with overdimensioning is to deal with the flaking of the mill scale and the
particles of rusted steel, if corrosion begins. Even if this is taken into consideration during the
design, it may cause practical problems, if it becomes a regular situation after some time, and
create concerns to the owners or users of the structure in question, which means that it may be
harder to be accepted as a solution.
What is of highest importance and the first thing to do in any case, independently of the method
to be used, is to define properly the conditions to be expected around the structure. The
measures to be taken have to be decided during the design of the structure and there is no option
to replace or enhance the protection of the structure later without a significant cost. Depending
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on the type of damage or required protection, it may entail the refurbishment of the whole
structure. Therefore, it is necessary that this assessment be made properly in the beginning. In
addition, in case there is a possibility for a building / structure to change use after some time,
the worst of the potential conditions should be considered when deciding on the level of
protection to apply.

7.2. Roof drainage
External drainage should be preferred when it is possible, for both gravity and full flow systems.
Internal drainage is preferred only in warm roofs or parallel roofs performing like warm ones,
where, in cold climates like the Swedish, there is the risk for snow and ice starting melting form
the lower levels and staying stagnant on the roof and for damage caused to the roof membranes
and the external gutters because of freeze-thaw cycle of water. Practically, it shall be applied
only when external is not an indicated solution.
Full flow are more efficient than gravity systems because they can achieve drainage of same or
even bigger areas and amounts of water with smaller pipe diameters, fewer drains and more
concentrated systems (they do not require one downpipe per drain, like the gravity systems).
This also means less material used for drains and pipes, fewer perforations for drains as well as
more free space for other installations that need to be placed. Considering that damages on
membranes and mistakes during their application happen more easily around details and
connections, reducing their number reduces the respective risk as well as the risk for leakage.
However, it is suggested, even by their developers, to not be used in roofs prone to accumulating
solid materials like green roofs, roofs covered with gravel, stone ballast or roofs with nearby or
overhanging trees, as well as when bituminous based membranes are used. Instead, plastic
based materials shall be preferred then.
There are directions and regulations regarding the external drainage and the design of external
gutters but not much about internal drainage. There are suggestions from AMA Hus and
Tätskiktsgarantier but not clear instructions about dimensioning and positioning of drains and
overflows. It is mentioned, though, that at least two drains and one overflow are required for
every roof, in case of internal drainage. As for full flow systems, there are no regulations at all.
Their design is completely dependent on the companies that assume it and the software they
use. In addition, the dimensioning of gravity systems can be made with simple calculations,
based on hydraulic laws and equations. The water is under atmospheric pressure in the whole
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system, the height of the water is known both on the roof, the beginning of the flow, and at the
outlet, the end of the system. In full flow systems, the water is under underpressure in big parts
of the system and therefore, the calculations need to be made with advanced software.
Regarding drainage valleys and their construction, there are no specific instructions either.
Building them with an inclination is an option but in all the literature studied in the context of
this thesis, it is suggested that they are constructed completely horizontal. It is most probable
though that they will end up with a small inclination, eventually, due to deflection of the roof.
Regarding their length, there is no restriction or any risk mentioned in literature as long as there
are drains in regular distances. The distance cannot be more than 12-15 m for gravity systems,
but it variates according to the area to be drained, the size of the roof compartments as they are
defined by the frame of the roofing structure and the potential deflection magnitude of the roof
or the roof compartment. At least one or two overflows shall exist in every valley, or one at
every end of the valley, depending on the issuer of the instruction (Svensk Byggtjänst,
Tätskiktsgarantier, Skandinaviska Takgarantier).

Overall and summarizing, the main conclusions extracted from the study conducted are:








As long as the roof membranes are placed properly and maintained regularly, the main
factor defining the corrosion potential on the steel beams is the indoor environment.
The risk is higher in the areas that are exposed and decreases further in the slab.
Paint coating seems to be the indicated anticorrosive protection
In cold roofs, external drainage shall be applied.
In warm roofs and parallel roofs performing like warm ones, internal drainage shall be
applied
Drain valleys are suggested to be constructed completely horizontal, in order to facilitate
the cooperation between drains
Full-flow systems are more efficient than gravity ones and should be preferred, as long
as the roof is not exposed to solid material and highly prone to its accumulation around
drains (e.g. roofs covered with vegetation or stone ballast, with overhanging or nearby
trees)

7.3. Suggestions for further research
Regarding the first subject studied in this thesis, the moisture transfer in low slope roofs and
the risk for corrosion for steel beams, it is advised that some more thorough research is
conducted, based on observational studies and experiments, in order to study the influence of
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the internal environment around built-in steel elements. In the present thesis, the main study
concerned the moisture transfer from the external environment and the affect that an external
moisture load may have to the structure. As far as the discussion about the internal environment
is concerned, it is considerably based on knowledge issued form literature study. This
knowledge is sufficient to have some indications and make some valid estimations on the
subject, but some more research is required for more complete, safe and accurate results.
As for the issue of roof drainage, further research could be more oriented in practical issues.
One of the most important is the probability of clogging in full flow systems, which is
considered as their main deficiency by their enemies. However, according to their developers,
they are equally safe to the gravity systems and remarkably more effective and efficient. In
order to answer to this question and to see which are the most common problems, information
and statistic data from developers and constructors would be required.
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Appendix A: Detailed input data used in the simulations

Figure A-1: Concrete properties

Figure A-2: Steel properties25

25

Sources of properties:

The Constructor: Civil Engineering Home ( https://theconstructor.org/)
The engineering toolbox (http://www.engineeringtoolbox.com/)
Designing Buildings Wiki (https://www.designingbuildings.co.uk/wiki/Home)
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Figure A-3: Extruded polystyrene (XPS) properties (material core)

Figure A-4: Extruded polystyrene (XPS) properties (external skin). Due to the manufacturing process, XPS always has a
surface "skin" with properties slightly diferent than the ones of the core of the material. Among others, it has higher water
vapour diffusion resistance factor in order to prevent water penetrate into the material
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Figure A-5: Bitumen resistant membrane’s properties

Figure A-6: Plastic based membrane's properties
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Figure A-7: Variation of Stockholm’s environmental conditions according to WUFI database

Figure A-8: Example of variation of environmental conditions used in the simulations
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Figure A-9: Boundary conditions of model
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Appendix B: Paint systems for low - alloy carbon steel according to ISO
12944-5
Table B—1: Paint systems for low - alloy carbon steel for corrosivity categories C2 - C5, according to ISO 12944-5
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Appendix C: Cost analysis of corrosion protection methods
In this Appendix, a cost analysis regarding the protection of a steal beam (Figure C-1) against
atmospheric corrosion in a structure like the one studied in Chapter 4, for an indoor
environment of corrosion class C2, C3 and C4 is conducted. The expected lifetime of the
building used for the calculations is 100 years. In cases that this life length could not be
guaranteed, though, shorter time spans are used. The costs are based on Sektionsfakta – NYB /
ROT26 and available market products, according to companies’ pricelists, adjusted to the needs
of the analysis. The protection to be used is anticorrosive paint coatings according to ISO
12944-5:2007 (International Organisation for Standardization (ISO), 2007), and the paint
systems are the ones suggested by Tikkurila Sverige AB, one of the main providers of
anticorrosive paint systems in Sweden.
The two methods taken into account in the analysis are the overdimensioning and the paint
coatings.
In the first one, it is assumed that no protection is applied to the beam. Thus, depending on the
corrosion environment and according to ISO 12944-2 regarding atmospheric corrosion, there is
an expected material loss per year from the surface of the beam. In order to deal with the
problem, this loss is taken into account in the initial dimensioning of the beam and, thus, a
bigger section than the one required according to the structural calculations is applied. This
results in a beam section with an additional thickness of 2-8 mm, as described with more details
below.
Regarding the paint coatings, the paint system selected for each corrosion class is presented and
justified below too.

SektionsfaktaR
– NYT 2016-2017: Teknisk Ekonomisk sammanställning av Byggdelar, Wikells
Byggberäkningar AB (2016)
SektionsfaktaR – ROT 2017-2018: Teknisk Ekonomisk sammanställning av ROT- Byggdelar, Wikells
Byggberäkningar AB (2017)
26
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Figure C—10: Beam section model used in the cost analysis. The dimensions shown are the ones of the initial beam in mm.

It shall be mentioned that the flange of the beam will be painted in any case, even in the case
of overdimensioning, in order to avoid particles starting falling due to flaking of the mill scale,
in case the beam corrodes, as well as for aesthetic reasons. This means that the solutions
discussed, both the painting and the overdimensioning, as well as the costs presented, refer only
to the web of the beam. Moreover, fixed costs that are expected to occur as a part of the total
roof maintenance are not taken into consideration either. Such are the cost for a new roofing
membrane after the maintenance of the beam and the cost to take away and restore the
vegetation, in case of a green roof. The costs presented below are only the additional ones
because of the protection and maintenance of the beams. In case that the maintenance of the
beams is required to be done separately from the one of the roof, the cost would be much higher
and unadvisable. Then, some other solution should be applied or even a different type of roof
structure should be considered.

C.1. Definition of prices
The prices for the steel have resulted from pricelists of steel providers in Sweden27i. The lists
used are from 2011, 2016 and 2017 but no remarkable variations were noticed through the

27

Stena Stål AB, BE Groupd Sverige AB, Tibnor AB
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years. Since the section considered in the study and the simulations is not one of the typical
ones and is not included in the pricelists, sections HEA, HEB, HEM, as well as hollow ones
like VKR and plain steel plates were taken into account and the final price used in the
calculations was selected as a conservative approximation, based on their prices, at 23 Kr/Kg.
This price does not refer to the cost of steel as raw material but to the cost of steel per weight
when it is welded to form an element like the ones mentioned above.
As far the paint systems are concerned, the prices used in the analysis are based on
Sektionsfakta – NYB / ROT and adjusted according to prices of paints in the market. More
specifically, Sektionsfakta – NYB suggest a value of 152 Kr/m2 for new painting, for a coating
consisting of a base layer with a thickness of 40 μm and a top layer with a thickness of 80 μm.
The respective cost for maintenance painting is 160 Kr/m2. The average layer thickness of paint
is 40 μm, according to most products’ descriptions, and depending on the type of paint,
according to manufacturers, 1 L of paint may cover around 6-10 m2. This means that for a total
coating of 80 μm, two layers are required and 1L of paint would cover 3-5 m2. Moreover, in
case of spray paint, a loss of 30% of materials is taken into account.
Thus, the final cost of paint coatings has resulted considering:








the initial cost for painting and repainting a steel beam according to Sektionsfakta
the cost of paint material per litre according to the manufacturer’s pricelist
the additional material required to achieve the paint systems suggested for each case
(Table C-3)
the potential loss of material during application suggested by manufacturers (30%)
an additional cost due to the additional working hours required in order to achieve these
paintings systems. This cost was considered at 40% of the cost suggested by
Sektionsfakta reduced by the approximate cost of paint products.
the cost to take off the old roof membrane in every maintenance. The cost is considered
according to Sektionsfakta and it is assumed that only the part over the steel beam is
taken away. Thus, considering that the top of the beam is 250 mm wide, an area of 500
mm width is assumed.
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C.2. Suggested solutions and analysis
Table C—1: Paint systems suggested

Paint
system

Type of Amount of
paint
base layers

Total Thickness Type of
Amount of Total Thickness
of layer
finish coat top layers of top layer

A1.16

EP

1

80 EP

1

80

A4.08

EP

2

160 EP

1

80

A1.24

EP

3

240 EP

1

80

A1.24+28

EP

4

320 EP

2

160

Table C—2: Suggested and expected sustainability of paint systems with respect to environmental corrosivity

Paint system

Suggested sustainability with regard to
corrosion class (ISO 12944-5)

A1.16

C2 High

A4.08

C3 High / C4 Medium

A1.24

C4 High / C5 High

A1.24+

Expected sustainability with
regard to corrosion class29
C2: Around 25-30 years

―

C2: Around 50 years
C3: around 25 years
C4 : 5-15 years
C2: More than 50 years
C3: around 50 years
C4 : around 25-30 years
C2: more than 50 years
C3: more than 50 years
C4 : around 50 years

28

A1.24+ is not a system according to ISO 12944-2 (see Table B-1) or the paint manufacturers. It is a solution
suggested by the writer in order to achieve longer durability for the paint coatings’ protection. The solutions is
based on the idea that the durability may increase with the number of layers (International Organisation for
Standardization (ISO), 2007) and taking into consideration that the layers to be used must be able to adhere
properly to each other and cooperate. The name “A1.24+” is selected because the systems is based on system
A1.24 of Table B-1 and has two additional layers.
29

The expected sustainability is a suggestion by the writer. It is not according to some regulation or suggestion by
the products’ manufacturers and thus, there is no guarantee for their efficiency. In practice, it may variate.
However, it is based on the number of layers to apply and the relation between layers and durability, as shown in
certified systems. The reservations mentioned in the Discussion about the rate of corrosion around the web of the
beam and the corrosivity of the environment in that air are also seriously considered. In general, there has been an
attempt to be conservative and make safe and reasonable assumptions.
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Table C—3: Paint systems description, layers required in addition to the ones described in Sektionsfakta and their cost

Paint system
Type
of
finish
coat

Additional layers required

Paint system
(according to
table A1, ISO
12944-5)

Type
Total
of
Number Thickness
base of base of base
coat coats
coat

Total
Number Thickness
of top
of top
Base
coats
layer
layer

A1.16
A4.08
A1.24

EP
EP
EP

1
2
3

80 EP
160 EP
240 EP

1
1
1

80
80
80

A1.24+

EP

4

320 EP

2

160

Cost of
extra
layer
Top
(Kr/m2) layer

1
3
5
7

18
18
10
10

0
0
0
2

Cost of
top
layer
(Kr/m2)
18
18
11
11

C.2.1. Corrosion class C2
According to Table 2, in Chapter 3.4.1.2, environment of corrosion class C2 implies a loss of
material between 10 - 200 g/m2 or 1,3 - 25 μm per year. Considering the reservations and
restraints mentioned in the Discussion, as well as the fact that the values of the table refer only
to the beginning of the process, an average expected loss of around 15 μm per year is a safe
assumption.
For an expected lifetime of 100 years, this would mean a total loss of 1,5 mm of material for
every beam of the roof. Thus, the options are either to use a steel section which is 2 mm bigger
around the web or protect them for corrosion class C2, according to Table B-1 of Appendix B.
In case a protection paint with high sustainability is chosen (longer than 15 years), it can be
assumed that it will need to be maintained during the building’s lifetime. Considering that the
membrane has an approximate lifetime of 25 years, depending on the material used, it would
be better if the maintenance of the beam were conducted at the same time. Thus, for 100 years,
the beam will need to be repainted three times. Alternatively, it could be protected according to
suggestions for high sustainability in corrosion class C3 or C4 and be expected to last at least
50 years, which means only one maintenance during the building’s lifetime.
Regarding the parts of the beam that cannot be maintained, a higher protection should be
applied, in order to extend the structure’s lifetime. A paint for high sustainability in corrosion
class C3 could offer protection for around 50 years, while with one for high sustainability in
corrosion class C4 or C5 protection for even longer, around 70 years, could be expected.
C.2.2. Corrosion class C3
For corrosion class C3, the respective average material loss is 25 - 50 μm/year. Therefore, a
loss of around 40 μm/year can be considered as a safe assumption. This leads to a total loss of
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4 mm during the structure’s lifetime. Respectively, a paint protection for corrosion class C3 can
be used and be maintained three times or one for C4 or C5 and be maintained only once.
C.2.3. Corrosion class C4
Finally, for corrosion class C4, the respective expected loss is around 50 - 80 and 70 μm/year,
which means a total loss of around 7 mm in 100 years and a respective required increase of the
section by 8 mm. As a protection coating, the system A1.24 according to Table B- 2 of Appendix
B is selected, which corresponds to high durability for corrosion class C4, C5-M and C5-I.
Taking the suggested sustainability for corrosion class C5 into account, it is expected to protect
effectively for more than 25 years. However, it is not certain whether it can last for up to 50,
respectively to the suggestion in the previous cases. In order to achieve protection for longer, a
system not included in the product list of Tikkurila is suggested.
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C.3. Results
In the Tables C-4 and C-5 below, we can see the suggested alternative solutions and the cost
for each of them.
Table C—4: Additional material required and the respective cost for each case, when overdimensioning is selected as a
measure against corrosion

Corrosion class

C2

C3

C4

Material loss per year (mm)

0,015

0,04

0,07

Life span (years)

100

100

100

Total loss (mm)

1,5

4

7

Additional thickness (mm)

2

4

8

Initial Steel area (mm2)

19300

19300

19300

Final required area (mm2)

20900

22500

25800

Additional area required (mm2)

1600

3200

6500

Additional volume (m3/m)

0,0016

0,0032

0,0065

Density of steel (Kg/m3)

7850

7850

7850

Additional weight of steel (Kg/m)

12,56

25,12

51,025

Cost of steel balk (Kr/Kg)

23

23

23

Initial cost of balk (Kr/m)

3485

3485

3485

Additional cost (Kr/m)

289

578

1174

Additional cost (%)

8,29

16,58

33,68
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Table C—5: Paint systems selected and their cost

A1.16
A4.08
A1.24
A1.24
A1.24
A1.24
194,34
192,18
236,54
257,54

165,9
185,34
183,18
183,18
192,18
191,18

62,5
0

63,5
63,5
62,5
62,5

54,5
54,5
54,5
54,5
63,5
62,5

25
25

25
25
25
25

25
25
25
25
25
25

87,5
25

88,5
88,5
87,5
87,5

79,5
79,5
79,5
79,5
88,5
87,5

0
0

0
1
1
0

0
1
3
1
1
0

more than 30
50

25-30
50
75-100
75-100

25-30
50
75-100
25-30
75-100
75-100

191,18
257,54

194,34
280,00
324,04
257,54

165,90
265,00
421,68
262,68
280,68
191,18

Approximate
expected lifetime Total cost
(years) (Kr/m)

A1.16
A1.16
A1.16
A1.16
A4.08
A1.24
A4.08
A1.24
A1.24+
A1.24+

191,18
257,54

Total
maintannce Times of
cost (Kr/m) maintenance

C2

A4.08
A4.08
A1.24
A1.24+
A1.24
A1.24+

Coating on builtCost for taking
in parts of the
First Painting Repainting off membrane
beam
cost (Kr/m) cost (Kr/m) (Kr/m)

C3

A1.24
A1.24+

Coating on
Corrosion top of the
class
beam

C4
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C.4. Discussion
As mentioned earlier in Chapter 3.4.2.5, overdimensioning could be a reasonable solution only
in environments of low corrosion class, where the possible material loss is not very high. For
corrosion class C2, the additional cost is only 8% and could actually be considered as a solution.
However, for corrosion class C4, it rises to 33%, which is remarkable. Moreover, in that case,
the risk for water mixed with rust dripping from the ceiling, if no further measures are taken is
even bigger. For class C5, which is not studied here, the situation would be even worse. Thus,
overdimensioning is not suggested as a solution for corrosion class higher than C3.
As for the protection with anticorrosive paintings, the difference is not so high between different
classes. As shown in Table C-5, the cost is mostly affected by the number of required and
scheduled maintenances. This is mainly due to the fixed cost for taking off the membrane and
preparing the surface for painting. The actual cost of materials is quite low (see Table C-3),
compared to the total cost, while the application of better protection in the beginning does not
affect the total cost remarkably (line 4 and 5 in Table C-5). More specifically, the cost to take
away 1 m2 of membrane is around 50 Kr, according to Sektionsfakta, while the cost of two
layers of paint for 1 m2 of beam, which can give more than 10 years of protection, is only 25
Kr approximately.
In conclusion, it is considerably better to apply higher level of protection and maintain fewer
times during the building’s lifetime, than apply a lower level and maintain more, which is also
due to the fixed costs.

i

Price lists’ sources:
Tibnor AB: https://webbshop.tibnor.se/SiteCollectionDocuments/Prislista%20St%C3%A5l.pdf
Stena Stål AB: http://stenastal.se/PageFiles/6721/Lagerprislista%20nr%2072%20110504.pdf
BE Group: http://www.begroup.com/BE-Group-sverige/Nyheter/Prislistor/
Tikkurila Sverige AB: https://www.tikkurilagroup.com/countries/sweden
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